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Tuition Bill To Be Drafted
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st t Bo rd No
t to k at Fees
by Donald Barclay
Arbiter Editor
At its joint meeting In Pocatello
last Thursday the Idaho State
Board of Education gave notice
that it would hold public hearings
on the proposed $50 fee increase
for Idaho colleges at Its December
3-4 meeting In Boise.
The State Board also approved
the drafting of a constitutional
amendment which could allow the
charging of in-state tuition and the,
writing of a bill that would define
what educational costs can bEi paid
through fees and what cost can be
paid through tuition. All of these
actions came in the wake of low tax
revenues that have left Idaho's
institutes' of higher education
strapped for funds. .
Board Executive Director Milton
Small called for the motion to
approve the hearl ngs and draft the
legislation "in order to keep the
Board's options open."
"We (the board of education)
will know better what we have to
do after the November revenue
projection," Small said.
Some
board members disagreed with the
need for the action however.
"It won't solve our financial
problems to raise fees or charge
tuition." Board Member Eugene
Miller said,
Miller urged the
Board to instead concentrate on
cost reduction options such as

Say No

The University~-

consolidation of programs and the
limiting of enrollment within the
. state higher education system.
Board' P.resldent Janet Hay
mentioned the possibility of revamping Icjaho's higher education
system on the model of the
California University system in
Which a student applies to the
- system and is then sent to a
particular University on a space
available basis.
Such a system would prevent
one university from becoming over
crowded at the same time another
university is underpopulated. The
four unlverslty prssldents attendIng the meeting told the Board
that they were mostly opposed to
such a system, citing the fact that
it has not worked well In the places
it has already been tried In.
BSU President John Keiser said
that Instead of system change to
save costs the high schools of
Idaho could make a high school
diploma "really
mean something," make it harder to get, thus
reducing the, number of high
school graduates applying to Idaho
institutions of higher educatlon.
State Superintendent of Education Jerry Evans responded to Dr.
Keiser by suggesting that an
entrance exam requirement for
admission to Idaho colleges would..'
solve the high schools' and the'
colleges' problems by reducing
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legal advice doesn't commit one to
University of
Idaho Student Body President'
Scott Farenbacher said.
The vote for seeking legal advice came after ASI delegates
heard a legal brief prepared by U
of ,I Attorney General Trudy
Hanson, a third-year law student
at U of I.
Hanson told the ASI that if
in-state tuition is In fact prohibited
under the Idaho Slate Constitution
'it would take at least two years
before such a tuition is prohibited
by the state constitution.
"Article 9. section 10, of the'
terrltorlalpharter is the only constitutional prohibition of in-state
tuition, and It Is not clear If the
charter was ever expressly adair
ted into the state constitution.
"Also, the prohibition of in-

til ing a lawsuit."
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Autumn brings the fallen leaves and crisp weather to Julia Davis Park.
Photo by Dick Selby

rkRi sC rt
by Marianne Flagg
News Editor
Libertarian presidential candidate Ed ~iark arrived In Boise
Saturday, charging President
Carter's administration with incompetence and that Ronald
Reagan would create the biggest
expansion of the federal government of any candidate running for
the office.
. Clark's Boise whistle stop was
highlighted by a speech before his
supporters and members of the
media in the Nez Perce room of the
BSU's Student Union Building. ,
Clark called Carter an "incompetent" president, citing carter's
domestic and foreign policies as
reasons why "he doesn't deserve
four more years. " He said. Carter
had achieved what economists had
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The newly formed Associated
Students of Idaho, a coalition of
students and student leaders from
Idaho's four four-year institutions,
met for the first time last Wednesday to take action on the possibility of higher education fee or
tuition increases in Idaho. .
Putting to rest speculation that
the ASI was planning to institute a
law suit against 'the state, the
group voted three to one (with
Boise State voting against) to seek
professional legal help to research
the constitutionality of, In-state
tuition in Idaho; and to define the
exact difference between what
educational costs"can be paid by
fees and what costs can be paid by
tuition.
The ASI members who did vote
for seeking legal advice emphasized that they were not on the
verge of suing the state. "see!<ing
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always thought impossible, providing the country with high:..
inflation and high unemployment
at the same time.
Clark said Americans would be
served no better by' a Reagan
administration.
'
"He would give us the biggest
expansion' of govemment of any
candidate, "Clark said. Reagan's
proposed increase in defense
spending would baloon the federal
budget, making his tax cuts Ineffective and cutting only !'2
"percent, Qff Carter's spending,"
Clark said.
'
Reagan wants to "raise taxesless than others want increase
taxes," Clark charged.
, Carter's foreign policy record is
one of support for foreign dicta- ,
tors, he said.
'
"[He] is responsible for the

problems In the Persian Gulf,
"Clarke said.
Iran is antagonistic towards the
United States because of its decision to let the Shah into the
country for medical treatment, he
said.
The American people have a
"history of rallying around the
president iNhen there are prob- .
lems abroad, even if he caused
those problems," Clark said.
He said the American government must institute a policy of
non-interventionism in .the internal affairs of other countries.
"The U.S. has lost its intellectual
and moral force in the world."
Independent presidential candidate John' Anderson did not escape Clark's criticisms.
Clark called Anderson a repreCONTINUED
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Neither program would have
increased its respective university's buget as the cost would have
been covered by internal transfers
of funds.
The Board received a statement
01 mission and role from each of
the four four-year institutions in
Idaho.
In presenting Boise State's mission and role, President John
Keiser told the Board that there
was a discrepency between the
amount of funding going to Boise
State relative to the number of
students enrolled there.
"We have 35 percent of the
students in Idaho and our percentage of educational funds should
be within 3 or 4 percent of that
amount.
As.it is, we are 9 percent lower
than we should be after allowing
for agriculture, engineering, law
and health professions that we
don't offer.
Keiser also said that he felt that
there was a professional crisis
- Occuring everywhere in education
with the teaching profession becoming "just another agency."
Keiser said that teachers were
being lured away from Idaho by
better salaries in other states.
[We) are experiencing an antieducational, anti-intellectual feeling that is as bad as during the
fifties, he said.
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by inspiring high school students
to work harder to get into college.
"Our open admission policy is
too open, a student doesn't even
need to have a high school diploma
to get into college in Idaho," said
Evans.
. Board Lawyer Steve Berenter
addressed the board as to the
legality a/any actions the Board
might take towards consolidating
programs or limiting enrollment in
Idaho colleges. Berenter told the
Board that it did have the right to
set ceilings on snrollrnent. or to
institute entrance requirements at
Idaho colleges as there was no
statue or case law that mandated
the open admissions currently
practiced in Idaho.
The lawyer warned' the Board
however, that any attempt to cut
or consolidate programs could
possibly involve contractual tlability.
Berenter was of the opinion that
any third or fourth years students
in a program affected by cuts or
consolidations probably had the
. right to complete their course of
study at the institution they were
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right now. With these Coupon
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sentative of "the establishment,"
and said that - he offered "no
alternatives and no program,"
The basic propositions of a
Libertarian administration, Clark
said, would include massive tax
cuts, a 50 percent reduction in
personal Income tax to aid agriculture, cessation of embargos on
exports, and an end to crop loan
and price support programs.
On his fqreign policy position,
he said he supports a strong
nuclear and conventional defense
for the U.S.-and only the U.S.
Clark said he would phase out
aid to foreign countries, claiming
that a single combined effort from
France, England, and NATOallied countries would safely de-
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fend Western Europe. He said
this alliance would lessen the
possibility of a global nuclear
confrontation.
In an interview with KBSU,
involving the United States, Clark
said his social policies are based
on individual liberty. While he
supports a strong police force for
victimless crimes, anti-drug enforcement and anti-prostitution
laws are a waste of taxpayers'
money and an infringement of
individuals rights.
At least "a
couple billion dollars are spent on
drug enforcement programs" each
year, Clark said.
Stringent laws to protect child. ren from drug influence will be a
part of his administration, he
said.
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by Ryndy Reed
Associate Editor
The League of Women Voters
and the Idaho. Press Club cosponsored two debates last week
between SenatorFrank Church, a
Democrat, and his Republican
challenger, Rep. Steve Symms.
The two men are running in a tight
race for the senate position that'
Church has held for the last 24.
years.
Both debates were broadcast
live from Boise and shown across
the state on Idaho's three public
television stations.
Now that the debates are over it
is difficult to conclude if either
candidate was the winner. Both
men used the debate format to
reiterate their positions on the
issues of inflation and its causes.
the Sagebrush Rebellion, abortion
and national defense.
They held differing positions on
nearly every question that was put
before them by the panel of Idaho
journalists.
The debates couldn't have been
too much help for the undecided
voters of Idaho. They were given
the same rhetoric and opinions
that have been, demonstrated
throughout the entire campaign.
On the questions concerning
Inflation and the state of our
national economy Symms placed
the blame on government deficit

speilding. Church said he believes
that the high cost of Imported 011
and the OPEC cartel are the main
contributors to our Inflation woes.
During the second debate there
was a flurry of defensive answers
from both candidates concerning
the sensitive question of campaign
financing.
Church has received money
from the eastern Jewish communlty and svmrns has received
some funding from individuals in
the oil Industry.
Each candidate stressed that the
origin of his campaign dollars
would not color his performance in
the senate.
The most interesting question of
the first debate was about the
nation's breeder reactor program.
Senator Church read a letter
from President Carter that outlined the administration's support
of the program. Church said that
any talk of the administration's
abandonment of the program was
a "scare tactic" used to try and
salvage Symm's campaign in eastern Idaho.
Syinms said he and senator
McClure had forced the Issue and
that the letter stating the presldent's support of the program was
written in response to the pressures that they had put upon the
issue.
One panelist asked Symms to
clarify his positions on right-to-

work, wilderness and abortion
because his stand on these questions had varied during his eight
years as a congressman.
Symms gave the explanation
that one of his staff members had
put his name on a co-sponsor of a
national right-to-work bill without
realizing that he had promised an
Idaho union official that he
[Symmsl would not support any
national right-to-workdegislation.
On the abortion issue, Symms
said that prior to 1973 It was not a
political question. But after the
Supreme Court decision, he had
been rethinking and praying about
it, and his own beliefs coincided
with the pro-life and anti-abortion
movement.
On the Sagebrush Rebellion and
wilderness issues Symms believes
that the states should have title to
the federally managed lands, and
that they could maintain them as
well as the federal bureaucracy
could.
Church's response to the same
three issues of wilderness, abortion and right-to-work were consls-tent with his past answers.
He is against the Sagebrush
Rebellion and has always been
against the right-ta-work movement. On abortion, Church said
he favors "adoption" and that he
favored a restriction that would
limit 99 percent of all abortions.
He said he also had written the
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state tuition in the territorial
charter only speaks of the University of Idaho which means that
other Idaho institutions may not be
protected under the constitution,"
Hansen said.
Addressing the question of what
constitutes fees and what constitutes tuition, Hansen told the ASI
that the line between the two was
very vague.
The U of I law student said that
the lower courts in Idaho have
ruled that any non-academic costs
are fee costs, not tuttton, but that
the Idaho State Supreme Court has
never ruled on the question,
leavlnq some doubt as to the real
definition of fees versus tuition.
. After presenting her brief,
Hansen reminded the ASI that she
was not an attorney, but said that
it was her opinion that a professional legal opinion would be of
value to the students of Idaho.
There was long debate on
whether or not to seek ,Ieg<;ll
advice, with Boise State University
leading the opposition to such a
move.
BSU Student Body President
Sally Thomas argued that such
legal advice would be expensive to
undertake, woul d be. redundant (In
light of the fact that the State
Board of Education was also
conducting legal investigation into

the question), and such an action
might give the State BOardand the
Legislature the impression that
the ASI was preparing to Instigate
a lawsuit.
.
Thomas told the ASI that they
must keep both political and legal
considerations
in mind and
"watch for a backlash from a State
Legislature under great pressure
to fund everything" before taking
any action.
U of I Student Body President
Scott Farenbacher urged the ASI
to approve the motion to seek legal
advice, Saying that any fee increase could be illegal and it was
up to the ASI to uphold the rules
that protect students and quarantee that the state upholds its share
of the cost of higher education.
Regarding any political backlash, Farenbacher asked, "How
could the Legislature or the State
Board blame us for trying to find
out as much information as possible?"
..Any other approach is a bandaid approach," he said.
The,positions of the Idaho State
University and the Lewis-Clark
State College delegations were
essentially the same as that of the
U of I delegation.
ISU Student Body President Tim
Smith said that any legal research
that the State Board of Education
lawyers might do might be influ-

enced by the fact that they are
trying to justify State Board policy,
thus making it necessary for
students to get unbiased legal
advice on their own.

conscience clause allowing medical personnel to refuse to perform
abortions on religious or moral
grounds.
,
VVhena panelist brought up the
high costs of health care and the
possibility of a national insurance
system, senator Church stated
that he would favor a national plan
for catastrophic medical expenses.
Symms said he would consider
such a plan only if it would not
lead to the establishment of a
national health insurance plan at a
later date.
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Larry Fullmer, the Libertarian
candidate for the senate was. not
included in the debates. He will
be interviewed
on Thursday
evening, and the interview will be
broadcast on statewide public
television.
'
, Fullmer's comments about the
Symms-Church debates were that
they brought about no. surprises
and were only a series of minicampalqn speeches..
He compared the Republican
and Democratic· responses to
"tape recorded answers. "

Hay Speaks To Students
by Donald Barclay
Arbiter Editor
At the opening session of the
Associated Students of Idaho last
week, Idaho State Student Body
President, Tim Smith, outlined the
goals of the ASI as being, "cornmunications between member
schools, the formations of a student base of influence, and the
publicizing of student views."
Eachof the member universities
was represented by a delegation of
four students consisting of the
school's student body president,
vice-president, a senator, and a
student at large. The delegations
were originally structured to in-

clLfdethe editors of each school's
newspaper but the student editors
asked to be left out .of the
delegations to avoid a possible
compromising of their objectivity
as news reporters.
The main order of business
facing'the ASI was what position
students would take regarding the
financial crisis facing Idaho higher
education.
State Board of Education President Janet Hay spoke to the ASI
. on that topic before they met to
discuss student options to feel
tuition hikes. Hay told the' ASI
that the like between what constitutes fees and what constitutes
CONTINUED
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Put yourseH where
you're needed

After the three to one vote in
favor of seeking legal advice the
Boise State delegation agreed to
lobby their senate (which, llke all
student senates in the ASI, is not
bound by any ASI decision) to fund
BSU's portion of the expense of
hiring a lawyer for the ASI.
Bolse State Student Body VicePresident Beth Young told the ASI
that "we (BSU) can't guarantee
BSU funds for legal advice, and I
am quite certain that the BSU
Student Senate will never agree to
take part in a lawsuit if' the
situation ever came to that."
In other action, the' ASI voted
unanimously to pursue the possibility of seating a student as a
member of the State Board of
Education and to take further
action on that subject at their
December meeting in Boise.
TheASI also voted unanimously
to invite the Program Chairman of
the member schools to attend the
December meeting to look Into the
possibility of forming a four school,
consortium to bring lectures to
Idaho colleges at lower costs.
(Related.story on this page).

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
have a tradition of sharing their knowledge.
and skills with the people of developing
nations and here at home. They're individuals who combine a special sense of
adventure with a desire to help other
people.
Your college degree OR appropriate
work c background may qualify you for the
experience of your life. Our representatives
will be pleased to discuss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the
next 12montbs.

Peace, Corps
and VISTA
Experience
Guaranteed

Nov. 4 - 5

Information SUB Lobby 10AM .: 6PM

Nov. 4

Aim Seminar Noon - 1:30 Teton Rm., SUB

Nov. 6·7

Interviews Sign up now for Int~iew
In Admin. Bldg. Rm. 117
AnN.

appointment

SENIORS

Assignments for positions beginning May
through Dec. 1981are now being made. Early
applicants have a greater chance of selection and
wider choice of esslqnments, We encourage you
to apply NOW for these posltlons.
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istri . t 15 l .gislativ
by Laurie Johnston
Associate Editor
District 15 encompasses the
area around BSU. .Due to its large
student population, the Arbiter
has conducted interviews with the
candidates in that district.

Rachel Gilbert: I don't like the
way my opponent from District 15
voted on many issues. I think we
need some business oriented
people in the state government to
get hold of the tax situation and
the waste.

1. Why are you running?
Roger Guernsey:
The party
cl1ainnan asked me to run two
years ago. Idaho's' been good to
me. If government Is going to
work, someone's got to \Wrk at It.
I think I can help a lot of people
.and do some good.
I've been
talking to people all over District
15 including many at BSLJand I
have yet to talk to anyone who is in
favor of the Sagebrush Rebellion.
That is definitely no good for the
. hunters and fishermen of Idaho.

Peggy. Bunting:' After many
years of being a legislator I am'
scheduled to be a committee
chairman which will benefit Ada
.county influence In future legislations.

Edith Miller Klein:
I am
fascinated with the process of
legislation, and it works In well
. "with my practice of-law.
It
interests me. I enjoy the give and
take. I believe I have done a good
job, and have been helpful in the
legislature.

2. How do you feel about tuition at
Boise State?
Roger Guernsey:
I led the
debate against tuition for Idaho
residents.
I could' never have
attended college myself If there
had been tuition. O:lllege should
be available to all students. Maybe a one-time fee, that's one
thing. Tuition Is another.

..

t
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whether the state can afford to
support 3 universities, one four
year college and two junior colleges. A possibility Is merging
Lewis & Clark with Unlv. of Idaho,
only 33 miles away.

. Peggy Bunting:
A constitu-.
tional amendment may have to be
reassesed If the economy.doesn't
.jrnprove.
H.oweVer,. all otheralternatives such as economy In
'administration
and cutbacks in
Edith Miller Klein: I hope any
higher education should be effectincrease in education costs will be
ed first.
minimal, but If we flndourselves
in such straits that we don't have
enough funding, I'd rather see a
Daryl Sallaz: VVhen a member
little higher fee than a reduction In
of the House I personally helped
quality of education. One thing to
kill a tuition bill and. two fee
look at is the out of state fees Increase bills.
I'm opposed to
which could possibly be lower than
pricing education out of the marother areas.
- ket for the average student, but
I'm not against students paying
their fair share.
Rachel Gilbert:
I think we'll

Daryl Sallaz: To bring a sense
of responsibility to the legislature.
Last session the Senate adjourned
unconstitutionally, without a concurrent resolution with the House.
They folded up their lawbooks and
went home, costing the taxpayers
tens of thousands of dollars. My
opponent supported a bill to
change the distribution .from per
pupil_Je>. classroom unit, thus
punishing efficient schoolsancf'
rewarding Inefflent. Local schools
could lose over a million dollars If
.senate bill 13-30 isn't amended.

have to do something with student
fees, becauseof inflation recession
and. the 1% (educing the purchasing power of the educational
dollar. We'll have to look at long
range solutions such as the elimination of duplicate courses,and

3.
Is higher education being
properly funded at this time?
Roger Guernsey: I'd like to see
more funding and I'll see that
higher education Is taken care of.
. Edith Miller Klein: Since I have
been in the legislature I have
supported a more equal apportion-

MICHAEL L KLAPI'ENBACH
ASBSU SENATE CANIDATE
"KLAP" opposes a student

fee increase,

e

"KLAP" opposes a student
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Peggy Bunting: Its receiving its
proper proportion of state 'revenues and stili offers a lower
education cost per student than
other regional colleges.
Daryl Sallaz: I certainly don't
think BSU is!
The legislature
doesn't understand the needs of
an urban university. BSU has the
most students and the least state
funds. As a person I'm totally
committed to education and have a
long record of support for BSU~-I-personally have taken ,graduate
courses at both BSU and U of I and
in my experience think that BSU is
as good .a school or better and
deserves a fair shake..
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bill should have a built-in limit
tuition Is a "murky swamp."
based on a percentage of total
Hay said that the choices open
educational cost.
to the Board are to either redeflne
Hay also told the group that It
fees in the legislature or to
had "enormous potential to be
consider the charging of tuition.
effective" In \Wrklng with the
Hay pointed out that the advanState Board of Education and in
tage~ of a tuition charge are that
bringing problems of education.
tuition money would go directly to
before the state Legislature.
academic costs Instead of periBSU Student Body President
Sally Thomas said of the ASI that
pheral costs, that tuition costs go
up students could get more finan- . "I am Impressed beyond my
highest expectations by the recial aid to cover the Increased cost,
sponsibility the group has shown
and that Idaho education costs
and the direction It has taken at its
should be kept even with the costs
first meeting.
in other states.
"After working all summer to
The disadvantage cited by Hay
was that there is a great deal of put the ASI on paper, it is
gratifying to seethat an all student
uncertainty about what the legislature would do with a tuition bill.
organization can work together so
Hay recommended that a tuition
effectively," Thomas said.

Vote Mlcheal L ;{!",ryne~lIiudta Oct. 29-30
"KLAP" is a change

Rachel.Gllbert: No, Boise State
isn't getting Its fair share and we
need to ensure that It does. I
taught for seven years and feel
that education must be funded
properly.

Hay Speaks --,--------.,.--

(BUSINESS)

III

o "KLAP"

ment to BSU. Though my alma
mater fa U of I, I'm proud of the
high standards at BSU and am
hopeful that the Board of Education will see the light and give BSU
their fair share.
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n
result of a groWing local and
national "conservative trend,"
and the public's demand that Its
tax dollars be spent wisely.
Democrat Marie Shreiner and
Republican Dick Bieber are vying
for a two year post In District 3.
Shreiner said a "frozen budget"
resulting from the 1 percent
Initiative will lead to the deterioration of services.
Because the county must pro. vide mandated services such as
the county
prosecutor
and
sheriff's office, Shreiner said the
county must lookto services which
are self-supporting.
Bieber called the effect of the 1
percent Initiative on Ada County
government "devastating."
"The average Individual has no
idea whatsoever what the existing
law Is'," he said.
For the next two years, all local
, govern!"!16ntwill be hit hard by the
Initiative, Bieber added.
"The onlyservices provided will

by Marianne Flagg
News Editor
Four candidates running for
seats on the Ada County Comlsslon seem to be In near complete
agreement In their opposition to
the 1 percent Initiative and in their
support of the Ada County Comprehensive Plan.
Republican VElm' Emery and
Democrat Daryl Babbitt are ina
race for the four year District 2
seat on the Comlsslon.
Emery called the 1 percent
Initiative a "disaster" and said
there was Iittleor no fat in cltyand
county government. In order 'to
cope. with cutbackS, city and,
county services wlli have to be
shared, Emery said.
Bpbbit said that If the 1 percent
Is adhered to in Its present form
without raising property assessments,' "many. services would
have to go. ~'
He said the Initiative Is the

··i,·

.District 15 CandidatesCONTINUF,O

FROM

Professor to Speak on Politics
Dr. Pennls Donoghue, professor
of polltlcal science at Boise State
University, will speakyvednesday,
Oct. 29 at 8 p.m. in the Bolsean
Lounge in the Student Union
BUilding.
,"New Trends in American
Electoral Politics" wll I be the topic
of Donoghue'S presentation,
which 'Is part of the Faculty
Lecture series at Boise State.
The "new politics" In American
elections will be examined, as well

Peggy Bunting: It hasn't been
fully Implemented yet but It Is a
mandate of the people and something we have to live with." We do
have to resolve the issue of local
Edith Miller Klein: ,I hate to see
option -taxatlon to relieve tlie
'services deterlorateIbut CIt this
pressure on local services.
point thef% haSil'~t had a direct '
I appreciate the opportunity to
effect on higher education funding
be able to talk to the students of
which' comes from sales and
BSU thru the Arbiter."
il1eOm€itax.' The advantage of the.
1% Is t~atlt, has forced assessDaryl SaJlaz: I've always been
ments to be of market value.to-use
opposed to the 1% but it Is the law
the Sani~ eritel ta iorall. I voted
and as a legislator I have a
qgaln~t the 1%. , I thought It was a
responsibility to represent that. It
Poor way 'to cut but have tried to
didn't solve the tax problem, but
make lt.work, Som"lcutbacks have
shifted the emphasis.
been, g9Qd., cutting' unnecessary

b
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developments into landscapes and
building next to existing areas.
. Shreiner said" Ada County Is on
the threshold of a new era" in
which urban sprawl .should be
avoided and sound growth manqgernent should be encouraged.
•'The area of Impact concept is a
good one," she said. ~he favors
development in exlstlnq urban
service areas. ..

as the decline of partisanship and
colleges and universities
in
the increased role of personality.
Michigan, West Virginia, and
Sonoghue will also discuss the
Ohio before coming to Boise State
Impact of the mass media, Indein 1973.
pendent voters, the emergence of
The Faculty Lecture series is
special interest groups, and other
sponsored by the Faculty Wives
Issues. He will also make his
and Women and' the Student
predictions for the 1980 elections.
Programs Board.' There will be no
D:moghue received his master's
degree from Central Michigan
admission charge, but a donation
University and his doctorate In
will be accepted at the door for the
political sclence from 'Miami "'Faculty
Wives and Women's
University of Ohio. He taugh' ,t
scholarship fund.

Rachel Gilbert: An Initiative is
a precious law passed by the
people. The people of Idaho said
they want the 1% Initiative. We
must get rid of the waste and fat
that exists In every government
office.

Roger Guernsey:
It's been
largely Implemented and has accomplished a lot of good. for one
thing, It has made every govern';
rnent, agency-clty, county and
state-lookhard at what they're
spending.
Ifs
been a good
exercise, but In Somecaseshas cut
Into the bone, It stili needs some
hard looking into.

"Thc

,.Ada County Is unique" as a
population center and will see
basic corporate growth and the
formation of new cooperative
government associations, Bieber
said.
'
Babblt's plan for zoning In Ada
County calls for retaining as mach
"green area" as possible.
"Five acre ranchettes should be
encouraged," Babbitt said. He
also supports the. blending of

spending.

PAGE ~

4. How do you feel about the 1%
Initiative?

-

be statutory and constitutional
services," he said.
Both Bieber and Emery said
they strongly support the Ada
county Comprehensive
Plan,
which regulates zoning and
growth rates for Ada County.
Bieber sald the plan-and all
zoning implemented-should protect existing residents and control
growth in areas of Impact (those
areas'next' to city limits).
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Broadway Ave.

8:0~ p.m~, BSU SUB Ballroom
$2.00 Full-timeBSU Students
$3.00 General Public
Tickets available at:
BSU SUB Information Center
Book Gallery
Chapter House Bookstore
Little Professor Book Center
The Book Shelf'

385-3297

Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
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RENT

1707Broadway
Boise, 83706.

.

W csh.r1Dryer
$13.50 PER M)l\llH AND UP.

-t:'JIio1llJ!!10lL$.,NC.

McClosk y

utnnes

Arablan-ovmed, and yet they are
only being taxed at 2% ..
"If we were to charge these
Ask Dick McCloskey, District
interests a substantial minerai
14's Democraticcandidate for the' extraction tax, we could earmark
Idaho State Senate, why we as the money for education or other
students should vote for him, and purposesand yet not Increasethe
he'll tell you, "My goal Is to • burden on middle Income taxappeal to the students not as payers," he said.
students but as members of the
McCloskey added that he becommunity."
Iieves that as a holder of degrees
He Is seeking a seat In Idaho's
In Ecological Scienceand In Agrlmost densely populated district,
culture, as well asa rnernber of the
which encompasses northwest
Boise Chamber of Commerce, he
Ada County.
Is able to take an Infonmed and
McCloskey said Boise State Is Impartial stand on Issuescurrently
one of the 'few universities not f~ing voters.
represented In the Legislature.
"We're ending up with a polarAs a major urban university, Boise ized Legislature that has no desire
State faces substantial growth
over the next 20 years.
An inequity- of funding of the
state universities leaves Boise
State with 34% of the state's
students and 26% of Its funds,
McCloskeysaid. BSUlacks people
in the legislature to speak for its
needs.,:'.,fy1cCloskey,an Associate' ..
, by Cecilia Kelly
Professor of Biology here at BSU,_..
Arbiter Staff
feels that he could help meet that
necessity.
Chick Quinowskl, District 19's
On the Issue of taxes,
McCloskey said: "I don't believe Democraticcandidate for the Senthat we should be looking at tax ate in the Idaho Legislature said
Increases. There can still be a he's a man who Is "very much
streamlining of state government. committed to education." He is
The sales tax is a regressive tax. seeking a seat In the largest
District 19
Senior cltizens_ and persons on district by area.
.encompassessouthwest Ada and
fixed income are most affected."
all of Owyheecounties.
As a possible tax alternative,
Qulnowski, placement director
McCloskeypoints out: "There are
silver mines in the north of Idaho for Boise State's Vocational Techthat are as much 'as 50% Saudi nical School, said: "Boise State
, by Cecilia Kelly
Arbiter Staff

1"'°
, Mexican food
at its Finest
T-Th 11:00-.1 0:30
Fridays 11-11
5506 Overland
Sat. 12-11
377-2387
'Sun. 12-9
closed Moridays

FOCUS IN'ON FLYING
You say you'd like to fly, but your eyes
prevent you?
We can guarantee you
aviation training if you qualify.
The Navy is looking for highly motivated
sophomores, juniors and seniors to become
pilots, air tacticalcoordinators and electronic/computer operators. Sound too good to
be true? Contact:
The Navy Information Team
4696 Overland Room 470
344-1493
WHY NOT FLY WITH THE BEST?

or ability to compromise. Idaho's
biggest problem is that it Is a state
In ecological, economicaland agricultural transition.
"I feel after watching the legislature that we need people who
can see bOth sides of the Issues
and who have the qualifications to
understand," McCloskey said.
He pointed out that the meaning
of growth to urban dwellers Is not
necessarily the same as to
farmers; and feels that his experience "on bOth sides" would
prove him an asset to the legislature.
McCloskey added that he believes that one of the greatest
CONTINUED
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House of Representatives
Democrat -

District'15

Paid for by Roger G~em~y Campaign ~ommiftee - Vic Gormley Treasur~r
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uinowskl V-oWS to
Support Education
University is not being ..fairly
treated by the State Board and the
legislature. "
"I would support' legislative
appropriations to Boise State University that are equitable with
those granted other Institutions of
higher learning and reflect enrollment, costs per credit hour, and
the output of baccalaureate degrees," he added.
Quinowski said that he would
support "an appropriate and modest fee increase" for BSU students. He emphasizes, however,
that he is opposed to a tuition as
such.
"VVhat I'm proposing", Quinowskl said, "is a reasonable fee
Increase to allow lor long-term
solutions to problems now facing
BSU."
,
Further on the education Issue,
Qulnowskl, a father of seven, said,
"I am very concerned about high
schoolgraduation requirements."
"Too many students acquire no
basic skills that would allow them
to pursue a vocational or academic
career."
He stressed the importance of
functional skills-"planning, eOn=sumershlp, citizenship and a
knowledge of economics" -and
said that "too many programs are
offered that are not bona fide
co-optraining."
Qulnowski said he believes that
high schoolsshould offer a "good,
broad, solid base of education"
and that he would "enter legislation that would give greater protection to school officials.
••A
CONTINL!ED
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Who's
Running in
Your District?

You don't have to be a math genius to figure it out. Basic money
management and careful budgeting are two very effective ways to
keep from feeling the pinch when money gets tight. And we'll tell Q
you how to do just that; and more, in our next issue of
"Insider," the free.supplernent
to your college
newspaper from Ford.

. Canyon
Leg. District

r

c

This is a list of the candidates
running in the districts of Ada and
Canyon Counties.

#11
'.

St. Senate
(R) W
Abrahams
(D) Robert N. Jarboe

Dean

St. Rep. Position A
(R) Carroll W. Dean .

We'll explain how to meet the high cost of tuition
through scholarships and student loans. We'll set
up gu;delines for developing YOU\'own
personal finance system. : .Ilkecustorn
tailoring a budget ... choosing and
maintaining a checking account.
... and obtaining and using
.
credit wisely. And we'll
offer tips on how ~/'

"'''''''''''

stick to those budgets.
With info on where to
live, and how to get the best
buys on tcod.entertalnment,
clothing, travel, textbooks,
stereos, and more. Then we'lI tell
you how to be sure you're getting what
you pay for. And how to complain when'
, you don't.

Y""-/

St Rep. Position B
(R) CA "Skip" Smyser
(D) Dorothy L. Reynolds
Leg. District

Check it out. You'll find some great tips on how
to stretch your college dollars. And who knows,
you may even discover being frugal can be fun!

#12

Also be sure to check out Ford's exciting new 1981
lineup, including Escort. The front-wheel drive car that's
built to take on the world. With Escort YOU'll find some great
ways to multiply your fun.

St. Senate .
(R) Leon H. Swenson
(D) Terry Reilly
St. Rep. Position A
(R) Mike Strasser
(D) Steve Scanlin

Look for "Insider"-Ford's
continuing series of college
newspaper supplements.

St. Rep. Position B
(R) Kenneth Stephenson
(D) Gary W. Evans
Leg. District

,7

News

-FORD
FORD DIVISION

#13

St. Senate
(R) Reese E. Verner
(D) Conley E. Ward
(R) Atwell J. Parry

'~-

.

St. Rep. Positon A'
(R) Virginia D. Smith
(D) Tom Harn

SL Rep. Position B
(R) Michael Sharp
(D) Irene Way

Ada
Leg. District

#9

State Senate
(R) David Little
(D) Bill Onweller
St. Rep. Position A
(R) Jim S. Higgins
(D) Rob Harding

Leg. District #14
St. Senate
(R) Vernon Brassey
(D) Dick McCloskey
St. Rep. Position A
(R) Dan D. Emery
(D) Judi Chapman
St.
(R)
(A)
(L)

Rep. Position B
J. Michael Gwartney
Steve Gibson
Frank L. Benson

Leg. District

#15

St.
(R)
(D)
(A)

Senate
Edith Miller Klein
Daryl S. Sallaz
Dave Gibson

sf.

Rep. Position A

>

(R) Peggy Bunting

St. Rep~ Position B
(R) Rochel S. GlI.bert
(D) Roger L. Guernsey
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News·

Homecomin

TK T I T
Wednesday,
November 5th
Bronco Stadium
CHAMPIONSHIP AllSTARS,~
Womens
6:30
Mens
8:00

Towers vs Greel< Sororities
Chaffee vs Greel< Fraternities

WASHINGTON DEFeEE IS HERE!!
NEW SHIPMENT!

BEST SELECTION EYER!

HUNTERS
&.
CROSS-COUNTRY
SKIERS
100% Wool
Pants -11.88

WARM
DOWN
&
LEATHER
VESTS
&

JACKETS
for Guys
&
Gals
$1.00 Down'
wi-n hold
X-mas

13 - Button
wool Navy
-Pants15.88&U'p

FREE

MISSI

Post Game Royal Flush

Celebronon
, Ann Morrison Park Pavilion
10 pm - 12'midnight '
"On July 17, 1977, the One men call the Cntis; entered
a well-known country in the modern world/'

THE REAPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST
, AND THE MASTERS OF WISDOM

In

by Benjamin Creme

'

A Clear Answer to the Prophets of Doom
- A Message of Hope for Mankind .

"DEE CEE"OVERALLS
~:~~~~':S

.

& PAINTER PANTS

LOWESTPRICES

~ .V. (also '}~" Brand) • I~,T~WN
~ I\~
'lJJw.w.IJ.rwilli
Fashion Clothing at Prtces.You Can AFFORD!

30th and Fafrview
Boise
. 344-3539.

"My {eel have already walked the pavement o{ cities, , , soon my
is {aced
with two choices: Sharing and Interdependence or Annihilation.
Man must change or die . , , On yourdecisio1'l rests the tuiureoitbe
Earth, .. "Many are hungry and perish needlessly while rood lies
rotting in the storehouses o{ the usorld. " "Le: us together show the
World the need {or war is past." "I trust you to Ud.ork{or me - to lift
(rom the world the peril o{ war. to relieve the hunger o{ many. to
restore well,being to the world," "My teaching is simple -Justice,
Sharing and Love,"
_

{ace and words will become known to many. " Mankind

Weekc;Jays: ' Sat. 8:30-5:30
Sun. 12:00-4:00
9:00-6:00

New information on:
The Turin Shroud 0 UFO's 0 Nuclear Energy 0 The Forces of
Evil. Prayer 0 Ancient Civilizations 0 Healing and Meditation G
New World Religion 0 Russia 0 Women's Movement
To Order: Try local bookstore; or write Tara Press: Box' 2626 (AN)
Los Angeles, CA 90028, $6 Total.
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Quinowski
CONTINUED
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tighter discipline is necessary,"
Quinowskisaid.
.
Quinowski ,emphasized that by
this he did not mean hard-line
discipline so much as "a stronger
focus on activities that have an
educational base. "Extracurricufar activities are good, but perhaps
we have too many in our schools
that depreciate a strong educational slant," he said.
.
In summarizing his stand on
fee increases and legislative appropriation of funds for BSU,
Quinowski added, "The State
Board and the Legislature must be
fair in considering funding for the
University.
Appropriation of funds must not
be an arbitrary or biased decision
based on favoritism or on BSU's
relatively short time as an accredited university."
"It should be

Who'sRunning?CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE?

St. Rep. Position A
(R) James Dean Golder
(D) Kirk Hall

Campus Opinion
based on facts-our enrollment,
student-faculty ratio, and number
of degrees produced' per year, " he
said.
Quinowski also spoke in favor of
tax reform-he said he believes
'. that "middle income folks are
bearing the brunt" of state property taxes-and against taxation of
'prescription druqs and groceries.
He is also in support of local
government as being "the most
responsive and cost effective level

of government. Additionally, he
is in favor of more adequate
funding for state and local essential services such as police and
firefighters.
In approaching the
wilderness and land management
issues, he said that "Idahoans
should be guaranteed a strong
voice in federal land management
policies."
Quinowski is a'Meridian resident and a graduate of Southern
Oregon State University.

FROM
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worries now facing him is the
post-Census reapportionment of
Idaho's districts. He said that the
party in office tends to divide
districts to the point of gerrymandering.
Eventually, this will lead to the
demise of the two-party system in
Idaho, he said.
"We need an outside, nonpartisan group to determine division of the districts," McCloskey
said.

No-23
(23%)
One student comm'ented that "I
get disturbed to find out that what
'1 voted for doesn't make a damn
bit of difference." Another student said "I think it's easier to go
with the electoral vote."

*******************

McCloskey---~
';:ONTINUED

.The Arbiter Poll

by Laurie Lowe
Arbiter Staff
"D:> you feel that the electoral
vote should be replaced by the
popular vote?
RESULTS:
(77%)
Yes-77

Remember to Vote "in.
the ASBSUSenate

McCloskey cited the impending
division of-District 14, soon to be
divided such a way as to nearly
halve its constituency.
He said that he would introduce
legislation for nonpartisan reapportionment, but adds that "the
long-term political interests aren't
going to like it."
McCloskey holds degrees in
Ecological SCienceand Agriculture
from iowa State University and is a
resident of Eagle, District 14.

Elections Today-and

Tomorrow.

*******************

St. Rep. Position B
(R) Christopher R. Hooper
(D) Larry M, Jeppesen

Leg. District #17
St. Senate
(R) Marilyn G. Olmstead
(D) Ron J. Twilegar
St. Rep. Position A
(R) Kathleen W. (Kitty) Gurnsey
(D) Paul Vincent Wickster
The new HP-41C has more
than any handheld calculator
HP has 'ever offered. More capability. flexibility, case-or-use
features and options: MemoryModules; an "extra smart" Card
Reader; a Printer; The Wanda new input device; and Application Modules.
Truly.th"eHP-41C represents a new standard of design for
all handheld calculators.

St. Rep. position B
(R) Larry W. Harris
(D) Renee A. Quick

Leg. District #18

St. Senate
(R) James E. Risch
(0) Gary Bermeosolo

THE CALCULATOR.
St. Rep. position A
(R) Jack C. Kennevick
(0) Eugene C. Migneault
St. Rep. Position B
(R) Wendy A. Ungrlcht
(D) Maria Eschoo

o

•

Leg. District #19

St. Senate
(R) Walter H. Yarbrough
(D) Charles "Chick" Quinowski

St. Rep. Position A
(R) Gary Montgomery
(D) Robert M. Chase
St. Rep. Position B
(R).Lyman G. Winchester
(D) Larry Mayben

Church Voices
Views on KBSU
A KBSU radio interview with
Sen. Frank Church will air Thursday at 7:~ p.rn., Church, who is
running' for re-election against
Rep. Steve Symms, was Interviewed by KBSU News DlrectorJohn
Sattgast and General Manager'

, Tornlrons.
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It features over 130 functions and offers up to 400 lines of
program memory or 63 data storage registers-expandable
to
319 registers or up to 2,000 lines.
And for power. ease-of-use and
efficiency - RPN Logic.
It communicates. The HP'
41C's alphanumeric capability lets
you label programs. functions,
variables, constants-and
prompt
for data with words or sentences.
"Customize" it. Reassign
any standard function. any programs you've written. or programs provided in the Application Modules-to any keyboard
location you want. (Blank keyboard overlays let you notate
these assignrnents.)
Continuous memory. Even
when turned off. the HP-41C
retains all your program, data and
key assignments:
- Enhanced programmability.
No complicated language to
learn. And alpha capability lets
you label programs with easyto-remember names. HP-41C also
features: up to 6 levels of subroutines; 10 conditionals. and 56
internall1ags; specific loop control; indirect addressing; local and
global branching.
·SUl!~CSled

Application Modules.
growing library of preprorammed solutions to a wide range
of problems.

61iTIlODUCING
IlIllIp ..41(0
fA. CALCULATOm\o
ASYSTEMo
fAWHOLE NE\V -

'STANDARDo
THE SYSTEM.
Memory Modules. For
storing programs and data. Can
increase capacity to 319 registers
or up to 2.000 lines of program
memory.
"Extra smart" Card Reader.
Records programs and data '
back onto blank mag-cards. Lets
you load programs in any order.
And to protect your workprograms can be run but not
reviewed or altered. Accepts preprogrammed HP-67/9tmag-cards.
The Printer. Portable.
quiet. thermal operation. Prints
all the HP"41C upper and lower
case alpha characters. plus it lets'
you create your own special
characters. Does high resolution
plotting routines.
The Wand. Unique input
device. Enters programs and data
by reading "bar codes" much
like those found on many grocery
items. The Wand and bar-coded
programs will be available with
HP-4IC software in eariy'1980.

retail price excluding eppltcable state and local tBxc,,-Contlncntaf

A WHOLE NEW STANDARD.
HP-41C is a synthesis of
the latest state-of-the-art technology andHP human engineering.
It's powerful, easy-to-use and
l1exible enough to solve a multitude of problems. And it's backed
by comprehensive reference and
training materials - including a
full range of software.
The HP-41C"";no wonder
it's a whole new standard in
personal calculators. And at just
$295* for the handheld unit, it
delivers unprecedented capability
for the monev.
For details. send the
attached coupon. For the address
of-your HP dealer, CALL TOLLFREE 800-648-4711 except from
Alaska or Hawaii. In Nevada.
800-992-5710.
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in the early years-go to the
secretary of State's Office on the
first floor of the Statehouse. As
you enter the door-look to the left
and you'll see on the wall a
beautiful mural showing a' plane
coming In for alandlng. You'll see
a tvlodel' A Ford and the old
Broadway Bridge. In the background rises Table Rock-bnly the
Cross is missing, It hadn't been'
erected yet.
While you're at the Statehouse-hike up to the 4th floor and go to
the South.wall. YOU'll behold a
striking mural depicting Idaho's·
great statesman Senator-William
E. Borah ina prophet's pose, hi's
arm ralsed to high Heaven. In the
background is .our United States
Capitol. The sky Is stormy with a
little bit of blue breaking through.
And you'll see these words from
out of yesteryear on the. mural ... '

Ashland and at major universities
Editor, the Arbiter:
; throughout the country), It only
I would like to comment on the
makes sense to make use of "that
article written by Holly Reevesrun
aspect. It is especially sensible
In the Arbiter under the banner,
when a theatre, or In this case a
"BSU Theatre Revives "Our
department, has practically no
Town."
Mercifully 'It was n9t
money to spend.
I will not
labeled "A Review," since It was
presume to second-guess Dr.
At the State Board of Education meeting In Pocatello last week
not a critique of a performance,
Lauterbach and the Theatre
there s~med to be a feeling of great concern permeating the
but a critique of the Theatre Arts
Department and state unequivoproceedings. With funding for higher education in Idaho so tight In
Department interspersed with atcally that money was the over1980 members of the state board had every right to be concerned.
tempts at vilifying
Thornton
riding concern In choslng "OUr
However, the members should not have let their concern become a
Wilder.
'
Town," but it was almost certainly
'paralytlc fear, one that prevented them from taking reasonable
Once Miss Reeves admitted to
an aspect considered. There are
actions. In a spirit of total timidity the state board turned down a
, being an ex-Theatre Major, I had
many other factors that must be
proposal from Boise State University to appoint a dean to the SChool
an Inkling of what was to come.
taken into account when selecting
of Public Affairs, and a proposal from University of Idaho to appoint a
tvlore of the same 01' hoke. I am
a play for performance. Perhaps If
dean to its SChoolof Arts and Architecture (thus upgrading It to a
presently a Theatre Arts Major
you had continued with your study
O:lllege of Arts and Architecture). Both of these proposals could
and have heard all that before, and
of theatre, Holly, you would be
have been Implemented through Internal transfers that wouldn't have
have been known to voice similar
increased either unlverisity's total budget, but the state board denied
aware of them.
opinions to directors and InstrucIn reference to "controversy
both requests out of fear that the Idaho Legislature wouldn't
tors in the theatre department,
and intellectual pith" I have a
understand more appointments at a time when education is supposed
though never in a newspaper
•'We may go back in sackclothe
world of things I could say, though
to be tightening its belt.
.
article. While Holly did not say
and ashes;
I
will
keep
it
short
and
Simple.
V\lhile being aware of any political repercussions that might arise
. what her present field of study Is
But we iNiI,l return to the Faith of
Anyone
well-read
In
contemporary
out of their actions is quite prudent on the part of the state board,
at this !I')stitutlon (none of my
the Fathers.
scripts will note that there is much
probably even the Idaho Legislature could have been made to
business, really, and I'm not that
America will live her own life.
that
is
Intended
to
offend
due
to
its
understand that getting something extra for nothing Is good
Interrested) [sic] It is fairly evident
The Independence of thisHepublic
unconventionality, rrost of it dealbU~i~ess. V\lhenth.eboard ?enled those appointments it wasn't being
that she Is not a student of
wi II have its defenders. "',
Ing with sex, and little that Is truly
,politically shrewd, It was falling to lead. And In a situation where one
rhetoric, criticism, or the English
-Sen. Wm. E. Borah
controversial.
Sex
can
hardly
be
IS at-a disadvantage in the way that Idaho higher educaton Is at a
language. Borality? Please, let it
controversial
since
nearly
everydisadvantage, it doesn't pay to shun the lead and hope that by not
be a typo!
Dear Editor and
stuone, even the most religious
offe~d!ng the "big kids" they'll give you what you want. Students,
One point to which I must take
dents, thank you for "listening."
andlor
conservative
among
us
administrators, and even board of educat'on members must actively
exception Is the opinion that the
practice this act. As for "intellecshow the people of this state that higher education is a growing
production of a play that has won
Sincerely,
concern, necessaryto the quality of life in Idaho; and must also show
tual pith" I suggest reading at
the PUlitzer Prize Is In any way a
John V. Sprague
least
the
third
act
of
"Our
Town."
the legislature the direction they want it to move in. As board
regression. Holly, dear, what you
402 Union
member Cheryl Hymas, who voted to approve the appointments, told
The philosophical ideas put forth
saw was a play of the genre called
Boise, Idaho
the members of the board, "The same legislature we are afraid of
are worthy of contemplation.
If
"Educational Theatre."
This
83702
offendi.ng has asked us to t~e the lead in how to finance higher
the nature of humanity and conjecmeans plays that are presented to
education. We are demorallzlnq higher education by not taking
ture
as
to
what
occurs
after
death
instruct both the participants and
action an.d forcing the legislature to take a lead it doesn't want:'
are not "pithy" enough for you, I
the.audience alike, and how better
"J'!1atadvice Shou./dbe taken seriously be everyone concerned with
would then suggest that you
to learn than by studying. the
higher education In Idaho. The only alternative is to lie low and leave
"pith" off; you can't be pleased.
classics? I shudder to think what
our fate to the oftentimes whimsical Idaho Legislature.
In conclusion I have two more
Editor: the Arbiter:
your reaction would have been had
DB
points that I would like to explore.
In the October 22, 1980 issue of
we done, say, "A Winter's Tale"
First, any student'is free to submit
the Arbiter I was badly missinstead of "Our Town."
quoted [sic] several times in an
As to the "resurrection of a play for consideration by the
faculty. To do this, stop by the
interview with Marianne Flag [sic)
culture" coming with an adminisTheatre Arts office and fill out the
on views with senatorial canditrative change in the Theatre Arts
one-page form. (You must read
dates. I feei that her misquoted
Department, I have no. comment,
the play first and supply a short
statements ,are a very poor misthough It Is common knowledge
representation of how I view a
that the plays are generally select- . description of your reasons as to
why the play should be done,
couple of key student issues and
ed by' each director, not by the
Holly.) This process has been In
could be the deciding difference in
department chairman. ,I would
practice since at least 1970, and, I
my elections.
.
like to add that a list of all past
might add, plays that students
I am A.S.B.S.U. Student Senate
BSU productions is available at the
Michael
L.
department office.
Not all are have suggested have been done . Candidate
so it Is not merely a way to keep
Klappenbach for the SChool of
sweetly conservative, as you will
I~you haven't .registered to vote In the 1980 election you still have'
Business. I am In a very tight race
see, if you take the time to read students quiet while the faculty
until 8:00pm tOnight to do so. The Ada County registrars will be at
with several oppenents ]slc] and
and lor seethem. I would like also choose what they please. Sectheir offices on the third floor of the Ada County office bulldlnq
ondly, I would like to paraphrase
to say that there is the reality of
have not been helpped [sic] by the
I~cated at605 main street all day long. The registration process I~
the box office that must be an oid thealre quip: The most
recent interview. It was stated by
Simple, quick, and alm?St painless. As an educated person you owe it
part of amateur
considered. When a play Is a amateurish
the writer and I quote word for
to yourself to get registered and to then exercise your democratic
theatre is the part played by the
. proven box office success ("OUt
word.
Klappenback said he
option this November 4.
Town" has besn on Broadway, amateur critic.
.thought the possible sprir19 seoff-Broadway,
produced
at
mester fee increase was "imporG. Robert Fields
tant, but out of our hands." "The
only thing we Cando is lobby, and
Arbiter:
"Borallty" was a typo.
I don't really seethat happening,"
The Word intended was "banaKlappenbach said. "It looks like'
lity. "
there Is going to have to be one;"
The statements should have read,
®
Klappenbach said he thought the
possible splng [sic] semester fee
Increase was "probable, and virtualty out of our hands." The only
Editor, the Arbiter:
thing we-can do now Is lobby
It has been my very distinct
against It or If it passes, all
privilege to have 3 offspring at
students just refuse to pay it and I
Boise State at the same time.
don't really see that happening,"
I consider your campus "Holy
Klappenbach said. "It looks like
Ground." I'll tell you why. I love
there ls'untortunatelyqolnq to be
flying and what is now the Boise
one."
'
StateUniversity campus once was
The remainder of the state8olso's Municipal Airport. That's
ments in the interview with
right! .Unlted Airlines used to fly
Marianne Flag [sic] are okay. I
their big birds in and out of there
,woule:like some type of correction
all the time-to say nothing of the
'printed or this letter published in
myriads of smali planes that
your next iSSUE!
at the very least.
nested there.
As a Boise High lad I took my
Sincerely,
first alrplane ride off of your
Michael L. Klappenbach
campus during the War Years in a
Senatorial Candidate
Civil Air Patrol Taylor-craft. What
a thrill!
No wonder it's "Holy
Arbiter response: Tne Arbiter
Ground" to me.
stan.dsby the st(}ry the way it was
If you would like to see what a
CONT.INUED
TO PAGE tl
portion of your campus looked like

a.s.u.

Misquoted?

e

ist r

Tim, Have you been
PL£!Ylng tleilrthe
dump site again?
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The Innocent Bystander

Reagan for President
by Arthur

Hoppe

"Why
are you so mean to
Ronald Reagan?" asks a lady I
know. The answer is a simple one:
duty.
. lf the truth be known, I have to
grit my teeth, clench my jaws,
fUiTOW my brows and force myself
to , the, typewriter
to attack Mr.
Reagan.
I hate attacking
Mr.
Reagan. Actually, there is no one
I would rather see as the next
president of the United States than
Mr. Reagan.
I say this even though , was an
ardent supporter of Mr. Carter's
the last election.
I found the
choice between Mr. Carter and
Mr. Foro a relatively
easy one.
True, in his brief sojourn in the
White House, Mr. Ford proved he
had much to offer as presidenttoasting his own muffins, bumping
his nead now and then, falling
down steps here and there.
But that was no matchto the
promise held out by Mr. Carter.
Imagine a president with a wisecracking
mother
named
Mlz
Lillian, a beer-drinklng,
good-ol'boy brother, one sister who was a
faith healer, another who rode a
rmtorcycle, a daughter who sold
lerronade and two grown sons who
qualified for food stamps.
It sounded
as though
the
Beverly Hillbillies
were taking
over the White
House and I
happily looked forward
to four
long years of richly
rewarding
copy,

in

Weil, like many an American,

I

Boise State University's
Student Programs Board Presents the:

have been sadly disappointed
by
Mr. Carfer's
performance
In
office. This Country hasn't undergone such a disastrously
dull
presidency since the first Nixon
administration.
Now, I hope no one wlli take me
for one -of those knee-jerk-Ii beral
Nixon haters.
The fact Is, however, ~hat covering the first Nixon
administration
was· like covering
the Prudential
Insurance
Company.
Vet, in all fairness,
Mr.
Nixon did much to redeem himself
during his truncated second term,
tossing off scores of exceedingly
droll remarks.
I" am not a
crook!" leaps to mind.)
Not that Mr. Nixon could hold a
candle to Lyndon ,Johnson. No one
could. Mr. Johnson was ten times
life size and presented a target to
match. Believe me, I worshipped
the v,ery quagmire Mr. Johnson
walked on.,
Mr. Kennedy's Camelot was a
jolly place and I 'liked Ike.
At
least, Mr, Eisenhower played golf
and couldn't speak English.
But
Mr. Carter! .' Anyone who describes Mr. Carter's administration as "laughable"
doesn't know
what he's talking about.
.
No, give me President Reagan
any day. The concept of an aging
ex-movie
actor
who once costarred with a chimpanzee leading
the Free World against the dark
forces of Marxist-Leninism
Is Inherently, say what you Will, hilarious,

(Copyright Chronicie Publishing

Co. 1980)

decision-making
body does not
The State Board of Education
avail itself of the Willingness of
voted last week to hava the Board
those over whom it has a charge to
Office research in-state-tuitlon
in
actively participate
in its policy
Idaho and report Its findings back
making. 'We are not asking to have
to the Board in the December
our way in every matter, we only
meeting. The fact that this motion
want to have our say.
even went on the table speaks
To answer the frustrations
felt
sadly of a break-down- in comby students, by the Board, and,
munication
between
a citizenry
I'm sure, by administrators
and
and Its government.
, faculty,
I propose that a day's
Student body presidents from
conference be scheduled during
the State's universities and collegthe month of November. Attendes spoke against the motion !>aylng
ing that conference should be all
that, while, students expected to
Board members, university presipay their appropriate share of the
dents, faculty representatives," and
costs of their
educations,
the
student body presidents from the
legislature
must also expect to
four Idaho Institutions
of higher
increase its appropriations
for
education. The Item on the agenda
higher education
and that the
should' be financing
of higher
support of tuition allows a greater
education
In Idaho,
And the
burden' to be placed upon the
conference
should be informal,
student's shoulders without putgeared to' the free exchanqe ?f
• ting pressure on the leglslatureto
ideas from all parties on this
dotheir part. Student leaders have
critical issue.
been making the same and similar
, TheIdee Is radical, to be sure.
arguments
before the Board in
But it is radical In the sense of
many other recent meetings both
getting back to basics-the
basic
publlc and private.
idea of people talking to people '
As the motion was being debatabout common needs and coned, student
leaders asked the
cerns.
" Board for the sake of communica- tion, that students be Involved In
each facet of research and writing
'of the findings
which will go
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 10
before the Board next meeting.
printed. At no time during the
Though not directed to Include
interview did Mr. I<i.lappenbach
students by the Board, the Board
use the words "probable," "viroffice has indicated this request
tually," or "unfortunately"
in
will be honored (although a memrelation to a fee increase. We are
ber of the Board office staff
sorry it his previous statements
acknowledged tha1 the chances are
are no longer politically expedient,
slim to non-existentthat
11recornbut Mr. Klappenbach's quotes
rnendatlon for support of In-statewere written verbatim and he is
tuition
wiil not be made thus
free to come by and look at those
negating
student
Input at the
notes whenever he wis/Jes. Unoutset),
fortunately, what people say and
Realizing that the Board has'
,what they. remember saying ,are
pressure from many directions, I
often not the same thing.
nonetheless
find fault when a
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friday November 1~

Satwirrday,'Novemb'er

8:00 p.•m•• DSUSpecial Events Center

8:00 p.m., BSU Spedal

EVC;:Et5

15

Center

Karen Attix
Dancelf'oundatnon, Inc.
Karen Attlx has danced professionally In the
companies of Kathryn Posln and Merce
<:L:nnlngham. With-the Cunningham company she
toured throughout the U.S., Europe. tsraet.japen.
Venezuela. and Australia. She has also
appeared as guest artist with the San Francisco
Dance Theatre, and the Oberlin Dance Collectlve.

A major U.S. choreographer who has received a
Guggenheim Fellowship In Choreography as well
as numerous national, regional and state
choreographic awards, Bill £vans has created a
company of featured dance soloists who have
performed at major festivals, universities, and
cities throughout the country.

BSUStudents:Attix, $2.00/Evans, $3.00/Both, $4.00
General PubBk':Attix, $3.00/Evans, $4.00/Both, $6:60
Sponsored by:
Boise State University's: Student Programs Board.
Associated Student Body. President John H. Keiser,
Student Activities Office. and S.U.B. Information
Center; and by the American Alliance for Health.
Physical Education and Recreation.
'

Tickets available at'the BSU S.U.-O.Information Center
for more SYnip~sium Information

call the Student Programs Board -- 385-3297
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By Bud Humphrey
Arbiter Sports Editor

,/

Rxfof
weary Broncos this
weekend:
Rest. After eight weeks 9f
demanding competition, all but
two games against highly-regarded teams, Boise State's' football
team gets to sit on its 6-2 overall
and 4-1 conference record, best In
the Big Sky, and watch the rest of
the league tear one another apart.
Rehabilitation. The week off can
well be used to nurse some
nagging injuries that had the
potential to drag BSU line play
down, though they may have
ended up unexpectedly uncovering amazing depth among coach
Jim Criner's charges.
'
Refinement.
Though
four
straight home wins wit~ a 24-0
humiliation of Weber State last
weekend, there-were still mistakes
on both sides of the ball for the
Broncos-especially in the penalty
and fumble categories.
This has not kept the Broncos
from banding toqether as' the
situation demanded--a situation,
for example, like the Hornecornlnq
game against Nevada-Reno, Nov.
8. The Weber contest showed
much improvement toward that
end.
The grinder against Weber was
the first shutout credited to the
Bronco defense this year, and only
the third time the traditionallylosing Wi Idcats have been blanked
since 1974. The Strike Force
simply did not allow Weber time
to establish-its passing game and

Weber's erratic running snuffed
itself out after some brilliant first
half rushes by Kelvin Matthews. '
Though there were no turnovers
in the game, the contest became a
bona fide defensive{ltruggle in the
first half. Linebacker Danny Rich'
continually frustrated the Broncos.
on running plays, while the Mark
Massey-led secondary almost prohibited Joe Aliotti from passing
past the line of scrimmage .. '
Meanwhile, Randy Trautman
and freshman Michael Borgeau
led the BSU line in harassing
quarterback Bill Tantillo, and Rick
Woods more than once came close
to Bronco interceptions. Missed .'
tackles were not 'uncommon on
rush plays., and Matthews broke a
,54-yard run t,o get Weber deep'
into BSU territory in the second
quarter.
However, all went for naught as
on that-drive (and also on the only
other time Weber threatened to
score) Wildcat kicker Roger Ruzek
missed field goal attempts.
The Broncos' Kenrick Camerud,
whose toe has proved talented but
inconsistent, also missed field
goals twice, but connected with
3:10 in the second quarter to
establish BSU's halftime lead, 3-0,
with a 44-yard kick. his longest
this year. The tally came at the
. end of a 53-yard drive, in which
the Broncos overcame a penalty,
two quarterback sacks and four
third downs to get into field goal
position.
BSU's offense finally opened up
in the second half, after the
CONTINUED

TO

PAGE
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I(OJI Knopp

Excellent Runners
ke Poor Mistake
James Rotich, Mike Musyoki, Suleiman Nyambui-they are not exactly
household names, but seeing as they are college athletes, arguably some
of the best to ever compete in the'Unlted States, perhaps they should be as
well-known as say a Tony Dorsett or a Larry Bird.
However , Rotich, Musyoki, and Nyambui-three of the University of
Texas EI Paso's finest runners,wlll never merit the same kind of attention
a oorsett or Bird would receive, for they compete in sports (cross-country
and track) that are somewhat overlooked by both the media and the

Randy Trautman and the rest of the BSU pass rush continually harassed Bill Tantillo an.d the other
Weber State quarterback, Rich McKee, last Saturday night in Bronco Stadium to the POint that the
Wildcats couldn't manage a score.
Photo by Brat! Eells

BSU Hosts Tourney

Vol
by Meg Fereday
Arbiter Staff
(UA)-Boise State's volleyballers hope to treat four visitors to a
couple of tricks Halloween weekend at the BSU Invitational Tournament. The' meet's line-up calls
for nothing less than thrilling and
chilling' action Friday and saturday, Oct '. 31 and Nov..1
Welcomed - to the Invitational
are the frighteningly skillful Dlvlslon I schools, Weber State and

PU~~:as far as ability goes, the-UTEPtrio are as ~ood as if not better than ISU, along with the U of I and
the annual cream of the collegiate football crop, comparatively speeklnq,
LSCS, both of which are league
Consider the following:
.'
opponents for I:JSU.
As competitors for UTEP, winner of five out of the past ~Ix NCAA
"This will be the strongest
cross-country champlonshlps, Rotlch, Musyoki, and NyambUi have all 'tournament we have played In this,
amassed outstanding records in their own rights. While Rotich placed year. It is exciting to have such
fourth in last year's NCAA cross-country championships to lead the, fine volteyball teams coming to
Miners to victory, 'Musyoki, the 1978 NCAA 10,000 meter champion and Boise State. This should be the
1978Commonwealth Games silver medalist (10,000 meters), placed sixth highest quality play we have ever
In the same meet.
had in Boise," said BSU coach
Nyambul IS another story. The lanky -junior from Tanzania finished Darlene Bally.
second behind Ethiopia's Miruts Yifter to take the sliver medal in the
Since the Broncos have preOlympic 5000 meter final at Moscow this summer. He has also won viously confronted all of the above
numerous Indoor and outdoor NCAA track titles in events ranging from teams except ISU, earlier In the
the mile to the ten-kilometer event.
season, and especlally since the
, Last, Friday,' along with some 80 other runners, the. UTEP trio were Broncos lost two of those games,
competing in the Boise State Invitational at the Eagle Hills Golf Course. winning against LCSC, the BSU
Boise State hosted the meet as a tuneup for the WAG-Big Sky District 7 netters are out for revenge. As for
raceto be held on the same course November 15. ,
the ISU team, Bailey said they
Running far ahead of the rest of the field, Rotich, Musyokl, and "are a stronger team than In .the
Nyambui took a wrong turn somewhere between the third and fourth miles past ... We are hoping to take at
in the 10,000meter course, disqualifying not only themselyes, but several least one game from Idaho and
other runners as well. As a consequence, urEP failed to field a complete Weber State".
.
team and was therefore not Included in the meet's s<:orlng.
' The Bronco spikers put in a
Regardl€5Sof one's stance on the foreign athlete ~ntroversey'-virtually ; strong showi!1g but came In third
the entire UTEP team Is imported-It was truly a pity that the Miner. last' weekend in the Treasure
triumvirate could not finish the race.
'be
Valley Invitational, held here at
They may be' older', they may be better.
Indeed, they may
BSU.
worlck:lass athletes competing against regional· and-perhaps national
"We were disappointed we did
caliber competitors, but they are nevertheless a joy and a thrill to watch,
not win the tournament.
We
It Is not often 'that the city of Boise hosts a competition In which played one bad match and It put us
CONTINUED TO PAGE 13 out of contention", said coach

SCore

toEv
Bailey.
Despite losing the Invitational,
the netters boosted their seasonal
record to 15-7 this past weekend.
•'There were some positive aspects to the weekend", added
Bailey. "Usa Pickering played her
finest since returning from a
"sprained ankle In early October.
Charlotte Kim also played consistently well for us" . '
In the pool play, BSU won over
NNC 15-12, 15-10; Walla Walla
ee, 15-2, 15-3; and Washington
State's junior varsity team 15-2,'
15-7. The "clincher" loss came in
the semi-finals to the College of
Idaho, when the girls lost 15-13,
15-13.
Redemption and third

place were gained when BSU came
back to defeat Yakima Valley ee,
15-1,15-5.
Here's the schedule for the
Boise State Invitational:
Friday, Oct. 31:
1:00
4:00
5:30
7:00
8:30

PM LCSCvs BSU
PM Weber State vs ISU
PM LCSCvs Idaho
PMBSU vs ISU
PM Idaho vs Weber

Saturday, Nov. 1
9:00
10:00
12:00
1:30
3:00

AM
AM
PM
PM
Piv1

ISU vs LCSC
BSU vs Weber
Is0 vs Idaho
Weber vs LCSC
BSU vs Idaho

h
(BSU)-Bolse State head basketball coach Cave Leach and his
squad of 18 are Weli Into their
second week of basketball practice, and working hard on both the
fundamentals and certain offenses
and defenses. That group of 18
'Includes several walk-ens who
nope to help out the Bronco
basketball team.
"Our main areas of concentration have been halt-court offenses
and full-court pressing defenses,"
Leach said.
"The players are still. leaming
new situations and trying to figure
out how to be at the right place at
the right time," he added. "I'm
still pleased with the overall effort
but there dElflnltely needs to be
rrore concentration and rno~e In-

tens:ity In practice. We have a long
waYsto go in those two areas." ,
Leach said the squad is working
on the fundamentals for the first
portion of practice and moving Into
specialty areas after that. The first
year coach .satd two returning
players in particular, 6-10 Larry
McKinney and 6-3 Rodger Bates
have been working very hard.
Freshman Neftall Reyes has
drawn the praise of his coach,
although the 6-7 forward Is suffering from shin splints.
The practice schedule of 3:45
om starting time on NIonaay,
Wednesday and Friday and 1:30
pm starting time on Tuesday and
Thursday, Is stili In effect. Practice
sessions are held In Bronco Gym
on campus.
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U of MTakes'
'X-C'Tune-up

Tom Rothenberger and Howard Conley escort an unIdentified
U.S, Air Force Academy runner down the faIrway at the BSU
Invitational Cross Country meet at Eagle Hills Golf Course last
Sunday.
Photo by Brad Eells

FootballCONTINUED
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Wildcats were stacked for three
quick losses. Aliotti
found Scott
Newmann, who had warmed the,
Bronco bench before the Fullerton
garne, and gave cedric Minter and
~vid
Hughes opportunities
to
gain yardage, which were often
nullified
by Iess-than-intelligent
Bronco penalties.
Finally,
after
being
chased
aroundthe field on a 3rd and 25
play, the All-American
OB sailed a
bomb to Kipp Bedard on perhaps
the most exciting, pass play this
year for the Broncos.
Bedard,
closely hung onto by Massey,
stretched the limit and caught the
Aliotti balloon at the sideline on
the 8. It may not nave mattered
that Bedard caught the pass, since
fv1assey was Immediately
flagged
for interference and BSU would
have had the ball there anyway.
Three plays later, Aliotti raced
around the end of the Bronco line
to score his first running touch- '
down this year. Camerud's
PAT
made it 10-0.
Weber made a first down on
their next offensive play, and that
was their last first down until only
1:28 remained in the game. A
second half rain and the BSU
defense made the, pass-oriented
ildcat offense all the more
nettectual, even wiih substitute
B Rich McKee.
On the other hand, AI 10Ui 's pass
ttack only -picked up as the rain
ncreased.
Mixing
pitches
to
inter and Terry zanner with
iddle distance
passes, Aliotti
sed touchdown strikes to Lance
Shelle and Newman,ralslng
the
tal to 24-0 with 8:30 to go.
No further scores carne about,

but a freshman-laden
second offense
gained
some
pointers
playing
the ever-tough
Weber
defense.
With this win under their belts,
the Broncos need to get past Reno
and Idaho State, the latter game in
the Minldome, where the Bengals
have not yet lost, to claim another
in a large pile of Big Sky football

(BSU)-Overexuberant
world-class
runners made a mistake that cost
them the meet, but the Big Sky
cross-country
teams
showed
strong, in an Oct.' 25 tune-up meet
in . advance
of the District
7
championships,
to be held in
Boise, Saturday,
Nov. 15. That
meet will be run over the same
10,000 meter course at Eagle Hills
Golf Course in Boise.
The invitational meet, held this
past Friday, was won by Montana '.
of the Big Sky Conference. The
Grizzlies finished with 41 points.
second place went to Idaho State,
also of the Big Sky, with 68 points.
Weber State of the Big Sky was
third with 76 points followed by
Air Force with 98, BYU of the
WAC,
155, Boise State, 165,
Montana state, 218, Utah, 223,
Idaho, 264 and the College of
Southern Idaho, 294.
The University of Texas, EI Paso
(UTEP) was expected to win the
meet handily, and would have won
if three of their runners had not
taken a wrong
turn
mid-way
through the race. The three were
running well and holding down the
top three spots when the mishap
occured. In total, seven runners
took a wrong turn and did not
finish the race to record times. The
UTEP team consequently did not
have a team point total.
"I was pleased with our finish,"
BSU cross country coach Joe Neff
said. "In the pre-season poll, we
were picked to finish last In the
Big Sky, and in this meet we

champlonshlos.

CONTINUED
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DARYL SALLAZ HAS
HELP!=D B.S.U. STUDENTS
and now Sallaz needs B.S.U.
students help.

N:ffff~

Nosferatu
Towering over the cornpennon,
Murnau's
Nosferatu," a German
version, is contrasting impressionistic
sunlit images of the natural world with
the expressionistic figure ad nocturnal
presence of the vampire, Murnau
creates a poetic allegory of innocence,
death and sexual repression that has
lost none of its power to disturb.

Janus Fdms and Films Incorporated

6-7-9 Double' Feature:
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FILMS INCORPORATED

SAL~
supported new con. structlon on campus also led
the ffght .to properly furnfsh
and equip. new classrooms
and offices.

12

AA District 7 meet, though,
II be one of those rare events.
On November 15, UTEP and the
t of the talent-laden
WAC, as
I . as every tearn from the
-lrnprovlnq Big Sky, will reto Eagle Hills for what should
erge as an outstanding
comitlori.
'
pefully
for the fans
and
bably to the dismay of most of
lr fellow competitors,
Rotlch,
syoki,and
Nyarnbul.WiII
take
right turn next time, and hi the
, , show a few, people what
Id-class distance running Is all

.

Dlstrfct 15, Senate.
As a member of the House
Educatfon Commfttee durlnq
the 44th session Sallaz led the
ffght agafnst .....
increased Student Fees
Establfshment of In-State
Tuidon.
put all B.S.U. staff & faculty
In the state retirement system
based on their orfgfnal date of
employment.

Put DARYL SAlLAZ back to
work for you In the
Legislature.

rid-class athletes compete; the

ut. .

Vote Nov. 4 for

DARYLSALlAZ

SAllAZ carrfed the bfll that

Ig

Ig

.'

~:.e':J~(;.:..::,1.;·;~\

Pafdfor by the
Sallaz for Senate Committee
Dennls Oain, Treasurer

SAllAZ Will BEA
SENATOR WITH YOU

IN MIND.
'The Student ProgramS Board is always
ready for new members. If you're

iJttG....C::itcl:!~,c~U 385~~~%,,,
r,u ":r',."
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Big Sky
BlpwsRafings

RNEY

. (UA)-Whlle Boise State's Joe
Allotti passed his way to Big Sky
Offensive Player of the Week
honors, three other Big Sky football teams dropped any chance of
being rated in this week's Division
I·M top ten poll.
Weber state; of course, lost to ;~
BSU, which Is now rated sixth in ".
the nation among .I-M schools. '; ,
Idaho, which had gotten votes in
last week's.poll, Jel! to ~n Jose
State 32-10, and NeVada-Reno
blew a tie for tenth place by losing •
at home to Cal State-FUllerton, .

I
I

17-1'6.

Pam Hedley goes high for a BSU kill as Kristi Brocksay and Rhonda
Cochran look on.
photo by Amy Lynn

TRUCKLOAD SAVINGS
EYERY DAY
Roger Guernsey
Effectively represents you!
During his first term

611

STATEWIDEI

CHECK OUR BIG SELECTION OF

L

LB E

M~~~R

Representative Guernsey:
1) took a large sample of voter opinion
(Jan. 1980) in District 15 on such issues
as the 1%, maintaining highways,
Boise air polution, energy, etc: and he
Then voted your majority wishes.
2) led successful debate against charging
college tuition to Idaho citizens. He
believes college should be available to
citizens of all incomes, not ust the rich
and those on very low incomes who
qualify for financial scholarships.
3) vigorously opposed fish hatcheries on
Silver Creek, Idaho's world famous
trout stream.
He and like-minded
legislators in both parties turned back a
very determined and well financed
lobby.

QT.

QT.

SAE 10W-40

SAE 20 or 30

QT.

SAE 20W-50

Outboard / 2-Cycle
Oil, Qt.

$12"
$149

Gear Oil, Qt.
Lith-2 14-oz.
Grease Cartridge
EVERYDAY

lOW

!V

VA!VDLlNE

~£~

7@,

PRICES

Vote for
Roger Guernsey

-Boise State
Idaho
Nevada-Reno
Weber Stale
Northern
Arizona
Montana
State
Idaho State
Montana

Representative District 15 November 4th
'B

?

Paid for by 1I0ger Guernsey Campaign CommlttoeVic Gormley, Troasuro(

5
E

.

Broadway& Beacon(Broadway Plaza) , HOURS: 910 9: Sunday 9 10 5 ,~
5 Mile& Fairview(ViliageC€nter)
NAMPA111133rd SI. S,
Orchard & ()yerland (Hillcrest Plaza)
CALDWELL820Cleveland
~
23rd & Main(Dowr.town)
0
ONTARIOWestparkPI<!!a .
~

,

Despite-a 140-yard rushing effort from Comeback Kid sophomore 1erry . Idler, the Idaho
Vandals did not even score until,'
San Jose had reeled in all their 32
"points. The Vandals remain in the
race for the league crown with only
one BSC loss, but with three
'overall losses may not see the
playoffs in any case.
"Reno is another team which will
probably lose the opportunity for a
playoff berth in the competitive' "
I-M if they sustain one more loss.
Tony Shaw kicked three Wolfpack
field. goals, but Fullerton scored
touchdowns instead to secure the
Titan win.
_
Elsewhere in the Sky, Northern
Arizona won the fight for fifth
place with Montana State. Diminutive middle guard Ben Sialega
crashed through the- Bobcat line
five times to tackle Montana State
players for losses, while tailback
Willard Reavestallied 94 yards.
Idaho State's and Montana's
quarterbacks, Mike Machurek and
Marty Mornhinweg, combined to
throw 20 for 38 passes for 401
yards in two separate unremarkable games against Western
Montana and Eastern Washington. SCores: ISU 41, WMC 0;
Montana 42, EWU 7.
This week finds Weber State
threatening Idaho's conference
hopes in Moscow, Idaho State
providinq grist for the Reno mill,
Montana State storming their
hapless cross-state rivals, and
Northern Arizona entertaining
Northern Colorado, WhJle Boise
State takes a respite. '
Big Sky Standings:
Leag:Je
4-.1-0
2-1-0
2-1-0
3'1>-2-0
3-2-0
2-4-0
1-2'1>-0
0-4-0

I Overall

6-2-0
4-3-0
4-2-1
4-3-0
4-4-0
2-5-0
3-4-0
2-5-0

US make yours the
wedding of the year,

Let

Cf~/d'
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RESTAURANTS
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·.·Bridal
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303
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Field Hockey Team Nagged by Injuries

tramural
tandings.

(UA)-Plagued by injuries to
The Broncos battled the Unlverhigh-powered Chico State, 4-0
key players, the Bronco field . sity of Pacific to a 0-0 tie on Friday
BSU heldC"lco to fewer goals
U)-Slgma Phi Epsilon d~
hockey squad posted a 0-2-2
morning and lost a 1-3 decision to
than any other team in the
the Hellen Kellers 8 to 6 to
record at the Southern .Qregon " the University of California at
the 1980 Intramural Flag
tournament,
State College Invitational TournaJ\.
II Championship.
Davis In the afternoon. sopho"We felt we did well because
ment In Ashland, Oregon, FreshHellen Kellers drew first
more forward Joan Pittaway scor- Chico scored alot more goals on
man goalie Diane Jenkins and
on the last play of the first
ed the lone BSU goal in the
the other teams," commented the
Quarterback
Mike , team captain Sue SChenkwere out
UC-Davis game, bringing her
coach. The Broncos allowed just
of
play
this
past
weekend.
ngton hit Dave Bruce on a 50
seasontotal to nine.
one goal in the second half. "We
Coach Jayne Van Wassenhove
rial, and Bruce in tum flicked
On Saturday the Broncos battled
are having a hard time getting the
praised goalie Melanie Freeman.
II to Ray SChmitzwho took It
host
school
to
a
1-1
tie.
ball down the field althouch our
"Melanie
did
weHconsidering
the
the score. The extra point
'laura Roletto, a recent returnee to
defensive hol~ing us In the,
position she was forced Into,"
pt was missed which' later
stated VanWassenhove. Freeman
the BSU line-up, scored the goal,
games," added VanWassenhove.
11:
to be costly for the Kellers.
e Hellen Kellers retained 'MIre goalie pads twice before the her first of the season. In the . "Coradee Mager Is doing an
tournament.
afternoon, the Broncos lost to . excellent job as sweeper and our
slim lead for most of the
d half. However with only
. plays remaining In the game,
a Phi Epsilon tied the score.
srback Tim Brennan found
)
"" Anchustegui In the end zone
I,'
", 10 yards away. On the extra
~ '~" attempt, Brennan went
WEEKDAYS 9:30 to 9
q,' nd left end and took It In for
SATURDA?9 to?
i,;. inning margin.,

sasc

sesc

three backs Uarda Coombs, Kathl
Sturgeon, and Carrie Hughart are
really playing well to key our
defense,"
BSU hosts a tournament this
weekend. Friday the Bronocs face
Central Washington University at
3:00 p.rn. Saturday BSU meets
with the Washington State Cougars for the third time this seasonat
10:30 a.m, The Broncos play
again at 1:00 p.m. against the
Provo Club. Sunday morning the
Broncoswill play again against the
BoiseValley,Hockey Club.

SUNDAY 11 to 6

'~ Pootbalb-Fall

1980

~ I Standings
,{

-,

I'

5·0
4·1
3·2
2·3

1·4
0·5

4-0

3-1
2-2

1·3

0-+

4-1
4-1

Airmen
Bombers

3-2
2·3

1·4
1·4

Nads

5-0
4-1

SPORTKING

3-2
1-4

FLEECE-LINED
DENIM
JACKETS

1-4
1-4

6-0
4·2
4-2
4-2
2-4

0-5
0-5
List 52.50
Men's and women's goose dQwn
vest of poplin in tan, lorest green
and rust. With convenient
hand-warmer pockets, #999
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POPLIN
MOUNTAIN
PARI(A
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ad behind three Big Sky
and ahead of two, so we are
g progress."
f said he expected Nevadato run very well when they
to Boisefor the Nov. 15 meet
Igures they are stili the
es to win the Big Sky title.
Northern Arizona who also
t compete In the tune-up
should provide good cornpe-

Reg. 65.00
Poplin parka has urethane-coated
contrast western yoke and hood, and
is available in a variety of attractive
Color Combinations: #9901

the WAC and the Big Sky
ence wlllba holding their
lonshlp meets at the District
Ing on Nov. 15. The meet
as t~ NCAA Qll8J1fylng
as we!les qIlamplonshlp
for b6thl~J3.
All temas
th leagues will be repre-

'1M BOISE:

Nov. 15 meet begins at 11
Eagle Hills.ln Boise. Once
It Is a 10,000 meter race.

lIP

Reg. 19.95
Terrific selection of
long sleeve plaid shirts
that are ideal for
casual wear and extra
warm for outdoor
activities. Durable
wool/nyi'on blend with
100% nylon
'

Reg.34.95 _
We specialize in the
Western look and
voull like this Levi
denirr- jacket in longs
and regulars, sizes
38-48. With classic
fleece lining for
warmth.

QUILTED
FLANNEL
SHIRTS

Reg. 24.00
Our warmest for
winter-with
cotton I poly outer shell
and pure nylon lining.
In great plaids: long
sleeve styles.

BLANKET-LINED
DENIM JACKETS

Reg. 34.95
First quality denim jacket
that's great in cold weather.
.Accented with corduroy collar
and metal buttons: pure cotton
blankellining.

CORNER OF 3rd 6, MAIM
CORNER OF FAIR VIEW ,6 CURTIS

aea
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News

all subjects

Send $1.00 (refundable) for your up-to-date,
340 page, mail order catalog.
We also provide research- all fields.
Thesis and dlssertatlon assistance avatlabte.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
-113221daho Ave.,#206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227

Events
Boise State will swing its doors
wide open for students" families and
friends on Family Day Sar., Nov. 8.
Many departments will be open at 9
am to exhibit their programs. A list of
those departments and their activities
will be provided that morning.
A guided tour of the campus for
visitors will meet in the Student Union
lobby at 9:30 ain.
The Gamesroom and Bookstore will
open at 10 am for visitors, and the
swimming pool will be available 1-5
pm.
In addition to the Family Day
events,

visitors

can

attend

the

Homecoming
Parade,
pre-game
party, football game and dance.
A ski trip of 6 nights and 5 days in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming is planned
for Jan 2-8.
There will be a fee of S122.50 which
includes lodging at the Antler Motel
and 5 lift tickets; an additional fee of
SI5 will be charged lor round-trip

transportation
to the ski area.
A deposit of S50 is required by Nov.
5 with the remainder due by Dec. 5.
For further information contact Kim,
853-3534, or Teri, 345-163 after 10
pm.

Announcements
The Women's Alliance will hold
its first meeting Oct. 30, 4 pm in the
Caribou Room of the SUB. Ideas for
new projects are requested.
The Boise State Residence Hall
Association has published a list of
baby-sitters available during daytime
and evening hours. For a copy of the
list contact Liz Boerl, 385-3554.
Casey's Beer Depot will hold a
cheerleader roast of the BSU Football
team at 9 pm on Thursday.

.

,

.

HALLOWEEN
WEEKEND SPECIAL

WITH YOUR SCHOOL RING FROM
_

...

~

ON CAMPUS NOVEMBER 6 & 7

\f~,.,~
~

YOUR RING CAN BE
CUSTOMIZED WITH
ii,

: '

YOUR FIELD

1Fra~'ti.a_
Sororities

.i.,~, •

lad{~~r("

6;\~'l .

The American Legion Hall is havin
problems With,people parking in the'
lot: Before they resort to having cat
towed away, they wamed .to advis
students of the problem.

Scandinavian
Seminar
is no'
accepting applications for its 1981-8:
academic year abroad in Denmark
Finland, Norway or. Sweden. Th.
seminar
is designed· for colleg.
students,
graduates
and ·adult:
wanting re studyfn
a Scandinavia.
country, becoming part of its culrun
,and learning its language.
.The fee, covering tuition, room an,
board,
and vall course-conneceer
travels in Scandinavia .is S5,400
. Interest-Ieee
loans ilre granted on tho
basis of need, as are a few partia
scholarships.
For further information, write to
Scandinavian Seminar, 100 East 85t1
St. New 'York, N.Y. 10028.

376-5001

CAPTURE YO.URHOMECOMING
MEMORIES FOREVER
0"

.

Boise City Recreation has announced the dates of registration to be held
at the Fort Boise Communtiy Center
for the following activities:

4
KBBK frn MIDNIGHT
MOVIE FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY NIGHTS
OPEN 11:3Op.m. Seats$2.50

Advanced registration for !i'oys a,
girls ages 2-18, gymnastics. class
inay be made at the beginning eCea,
month at the Center. year.;roul
Classes will be held ~iFrarikliriScho
or the Fairgrounds,'
." .. ,.
Both men's and WCiiD'eo's.volleyb,
teams registration' will be Ile!dMon
Nov. ~-Fri., Nov:~laiOtheCente
Registratioo·ljiIut: 1524 men's tean
.and 2.4women's ieaini. Requiremen
area teamregist.lbtion
fee of S45, It
team
rosrer : and, ··S4 for eae
nonresident player.
Registration is open for beginnit
bridge lessons; held Nov. 4-Dec.
. every Tues:at
1O:30'am. Fees: ci:
residents with a ·libriuy card, $11
nonresidents," S21.·
For. further .Information on thes
activities call· the Boise City Rei
Dept. 384-4256.

'co

.• 10378 OVERLAND ROAD
. ., IN 5 MILE PLAZA CENTER
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iPlease,
~send me more
~information·· about
Bqise.State University

I
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FashiOn.Rings
AlsO Available
you can comblne your rings'

In a customized colege ring
at a special price,

I
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[~ENTERTAINMENT)
Singers,Quartet Join for-Concert
,s and
Iasses
feach
round
)chool~_
Jj

.t-

eyball
Mon.,
enter.
teams
merits

5, the
each
inning
ec. 9
: city
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This week's SPB Java Nite Music will feature Spike Ericson,
Thursday evening at 7:30 In the Boisean Lounge, free!

aving
their
; cars
dvise

Haunting Music Planned

Eerie Ensem Ie Announce

now
~1-82
nark,
The
Uege
Iulrs

. ,

avian

.lrure
and
cred
,400. t;
I

t(
"

e to:

85th

Tanake, first violin; Karen Klein,
second violin; Debbie Spieler,
viola, and Janice Burkholder,
cello. Quartet director Is Gerald
Rosenbaum.
Tickets will be available at the
door far $3 for adults and $1 for
senior citizens - and students.
Admission Is free of charge to BSiJ
personnel-and students. Proceeds
from the concert will go to the
Music Department scholarship
fund.

ST RTSFRI

these
Rec.

~r:~a~

Frank Demiero's "Dig Me" and
The Boise State University
"Looking for the Right Words."
Melstersingers and Lab Singers
Vocal -sololsts will be Nancy
will join in concert with the Boise
Braeshearsand Sharon Oliver with
Cascade String Quartet for a
lisa Wilking at the piano, Steve
performance Sunday Nov. 2, at
Rouse, bass, and Nell Vickrey,
8:15 p.rn, In the BSU Music
drums.
Auditorium.
The BSU Boise Cascade String
- The program wll include selections of vocal jazz, a gospel hymn, _ Quartet will play "Fugue #1 by
Bach, and the allegro movement of
Chinese poetry, American folk
Beethoven's "C minor quartet,
music, and works by Bach and
,Beethoven.
opus 18."
Quartet members are Kathy .
,Directed by Wilber D. Elliott,
the: Melsterslngers will give a
musical interpretation of Welsh
poet Dylan Thomas's "I» Not' G>
Gentle Into That Good Night."
They will also sing an English
translation of ancient Chinese
poetry, and a Norman Luboff
arrangement
of "The
Deer
Chase" from a well known
Am§l'ican folk song.
The Lab Singers, directed by
Dr. Gerald Schroeder, will also
sing a Luboff arrangement, the
hymn "Just a Closer Walk with
Thee,'.' as well as vocal jazz artist

A Halloween concert featuring
music depicting haunted houses, a
banshee, and a Latin American
vampire is scheduled Friday, Oct.
31 by the Boise State University
Percussion Ensemble.
Progr~ selections will include
several well-known percussion
works Including Kachaturlan's
"Sabre Dance" and an arrange-

ment from the cantina scene in
"S~ar Wars, as well as Camille
saint-Saens "Danse Macabre."
Vocalists Catherine Elliott and
Victor Chacon will present a,
repeat performance of the voicepercusston "Nlte of the Bocor" by
Owen Clark, and organist Cbnald
Oakes will
perform
Bach's
"Tocetta in D Minor," a piece

long associated with haunted
houses.
Dr: John Baldwin will direct the
"haunting" program beginning at
8:15 p.m.' in the BSU Music
Auditorium.
Admission at the
door will be free to BSU personnel
and students, $1 for senior citizens
and area students, and $3 for the
general public.

Auditions Now sr ted for
Auditions for the Gilbert &
suutvan light opera, "THE
MIKADO, " will be held
Little l11eater 7:30pm

at

Boise
Friday,

November 14th, and at 2pm
saturday, November 15th, and
Sunday, November 16th, according to Producer Marie Blanchard.
Production dates are June 19-21
and 28-28, 1981.

Applicants are asked to prepare
a musical selection and may bring
their own accompanist if they
wiSh. An accompanist will also be
available at the auditions. Singers
should also be prepared to demonstrate basic stage movement capabilities ..
Randy Kraw! has been chosen
Stage Director of the production.
Area designers are invited to

er

submit renderings for set design
to Bol5l:lLittle Theater, Box 2603,
- Boise 83701, attention Randy
Kraw!.
The opera will be under the
musical direction of James E.
Simmerman. Further information
may be obtained by contacting
Pam Abas, Publicity Chairman, at"

336-2317.

MIDNIGHT SHOW

VOTE
g~ THE
ELECTIO~

GUARANTEED!

BATTERY,
REeVe
$

<~

i~ :,1
!~

RECONDITIONED
AUTO BATTERIES
13.95 exchange<,
and UP!
Also Top Quality
.N~wBalterles
at Discount
Prices!

,,,

see

AMITYVillE HORROR FREEl

L.ist~n to KFXD or ~DFM
.'
For Details
FAI & SAT at mldnlte
all seats $3.00
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Eliot Blake l**)
Although rather rneloorarnattc,
The Elephant Man is an effective
portrayal of the resiliency of the
human spirit.
However, like so
many other movies our now, there
are many loose ends left uri-pursued in The Elephant Man. For
instance, the conscience problems
"of Dr. Treves about his role as an
upper-class hawker of the, freak,
pandering to Victorian perversion
is only dealt with in one scene. In
addition, theBepnant Man's feelings are left unexplored, thus'
causing an incomplete portrayal of
the development of his emotions.
And we -are never given any
reasons for the actress who befriends the Elephant Man to
becomeas interested in him as she
does. But, by at least trying to
depict emotion, the creators of The
. Elephant Man keep from simply
staging a freak show. 'It has been
argued, that by actually showing
the deformities of the Elephant
Man, the creators direct the

....

.u

audience's attention' to the Physical reality of the Deformities and
not in the mental character of the
Elephant Man himself. The contrary is the case with The Elephant
Man though. If he was shown
coyly disguised or hidden in the
shadows, the emotional study
attempted in [he Elephant Man
would have fallen completely flat
by having the audience's attention
directed toward figuring out what
the Elephant Man really looks like.
Karl Knapp (* 112)
I am not exactly sure what it is
that prevents The Elephant Man
from succeeding as a film, for it
certainly contains all the necessary
ingredients - an up-and-coming
director (David Lynch), a fine cast
(including Anthony Hopkins, John
Hurt, Anne Bancroft, and Sir John
Gielgud), and a script basedon the
life of one of Victorian England's,
more lnterestinq characters, John
Merrick, the alias "Elephant
Man". Based in part upon The

.u

iI

Elephant Man: A Study in Human
Dignity and other factual accounts
depicting the life of John Merrick,
.the film is not so much a study in
human consciousness and sufferingas it Is a portrayal of aristocratIc Victorian life. For while we are
exposed to the cruelties of Industrial England, we spend a lot more
time watching the nuances of the
upper eschelon. Merrick, when
we see him, seems for the rrost
part happy and content; his tragedy, if it can'indeed be called that,
is never one that we are gripped
by or becomea part of.
Anthony Burt (*)
Despite its heart-rending subject matter and adequate acting,
The Elephant Man is a confused,
fraudulet, pandering fllm. Cinematically, the film is at odds with
itself. There are three visually
stylish, surreal sequences done in
blurry-focus stop-action photography. The first is the film's
opening: a woman is shown in

agony or ecstasy or making love or
giving birth or being trampled by a
herd of elephants that pose or
lunge about,
The second Is
.mld-way through the movie: here,
we're
the Elephant Man's
mind, recalling his brutalized
youth.
Does this mean, as
similarities in photographic style
would dictate, the film's opening
was a .pre-blrth memory? • The
third scene ends the film and is
Cosmic Oz stuff, or Darth-VadarMeets-the-Virgin-Mary: we're out'
in the stars and the Elephant
Man's mum appears, hazy, galaxy-slze.wearlnq a halo. Because
the, Elephant Man is dead at this
polnf, are these post-death memories? (A heartless wag might.
mutter, "An elephant never never
forgets. ") Meanwhile, the core of
the film is shot in soft-focus,
in;pressionistic fashion (nostalgic,
see?), except when we must have
crisp close-tips of the Elephant
Man's face (shocking, see!)
.. Factually, the movie's just as
muddied. It presents itself as a

in'

true story but perpetrates fraud at
least twice. French authorities
shipped the Elephant Man back to
England; circus freaks did not
band together and engineer his
escape, as the film asserts. (ThIs
notion was surely lifted from the
classic film, Freaks, made in the
·1920's.) The Elephant Man died
happily in his sleep, according to
historical accounts. In the film he
Is portrayed as happy but, inexplicably, commits suicide. This
latter distortion of fact is not only
historically invalid but also is
dramatically untenable.
We have Merrick slowly revealed in disgusting, strip-teaser fashion as the film progresses.
Irnnically, all those dark, satanic
mills, those inhuman Victorianage factories and machines so
overtly focused on in the film, are
finally seen to be a self-portrait of
the Hollywood industry that has
brought us this manipulative and
exploitive tale of a tender-hearted
and tragic human being, John
Merrick.
Marianne Flagg (***)
The Elephant Man is an intensely disturbing movie that has
great potential to offend modest
sensibilities.
Its writing, black
and white photography, and philosophical viewpoint are stark, and
in some scenes, too heavy-handed,
but the overall effect is difficult to
shake off.
David Lynch's Elephant Man is
an intelligent, romantic young
man trapped in a body wracked
with neurofibromatosis, causing
him to resemble as much as
anything else, an "elephant

E1
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HEWlETI- CKAAD
DIDN'T FORGETo
We took the Series E programmables, the HP-33E and HP-38E.
and added continuous mernorv to
create the new HP-33C and
.
H P·3SC. So now vou can store
data and programs even if vou
turn vour calculator off and on.
Then we went one step
further.

man."

THE ALL NEW HP-34C.
l:i

, \'

The new H P-34C Advanced
Continuous Mernorv Scientific
Programmable
offers you these:
programming features: up to 370
programmable keystrokes; label.
line and indirect branching; 6
subroutine levels; indirect data
storage; insert/delete editing; 4
flags; 12 labels; 2 user definable
keys; loop control and more!

TWO ,EXCITING NEW
FUNCTIONS!
,')

Ne.w "Solve" key. The H P)4C
can' search for. and find the roots
of an equation with kevstroke
..'simplicjty. New "Integrate" key.
Makes finding the definite integral
of a function pushbutton easv.
Anv function vou can evaluate on
the- calculatorbv
kevstroke
solution.youcan now integrate.

TOTAL DOCUMENTATION
SUPPOR'f.
The HP-34C comes with an
Introductory Booklet, an Owner's.

1
1"

Handbook, and a free Standard
Application book containing 10
useful programs. Application
books also available in Math.
Stat. Surveying and Student
Engineering.

UNFORGETTABLE VALUES
IN CONTINUOUS MEMORY
CALCULATORS.
The HP-33C Programmable
Scientific-$120;~
The HP-38C
Advanced Financial Programmable-$150;
The HP-34C
Advanced Programmable Scientific-$150.
. '
Come in today and put one of
these amazing new calculators
to the test. You'll find them to be
three more. examples of HewlettPackard's Excellence by Design.

John Merrich, the EM, is an
extremely talented, sensitive man
whose deformities cause him to
take refuge in the circus, until he
is rescued by a compassionate
surgeon; Frederick Treves.
Treves provides Merrick with
the only human compassion and
friendship he has ever known.
Anthony Hopkins, John Hurt,
and John Glelgud are the creme of
England's most talented actors,
handling their acting duties with a
professional ease that borders on
dispatch.
The
friendship
between
Hopkin's
Treves and Hurt's
Merrick could have been more
fully developed, but Treves' concern and affection for Merrick is
obvious.
Hurt pulls off a minor miracle,
creating Merrick with only his
voice, his feft hand, and a twisted
frame at his disposal. Hurt gives
Merrick the human dimension
needed to raise him from the
realm of the totally freakish and
groteSque.
On Its surface, The Elephant
Man could be accused of pandering to the voyeuristic tendencies of
the audience, and to some extent
it does, but this is not without
purpose.
Director David Lynch recreates
a moment In English history which
itself was grotesque.
The
Victorian sweatshop Industrial
. Age reduced many lower-class
working
men to
unfeeling
wretches, so mired In boredom,
hopetessnessand social depravity
that one avenue for expressing
that despair was the taunting of
creatures more pathetic than they ..
In such a society. circus freak shows flourish, and the line between' what is or .Is not human
_ becomes blurred.
Merrick symbolized one man's
attempt-and success-at breaking
out of an Tnternal prison and
• ,_pr!!mll').!l.hI§.frillLo!JrDcmg[gnlty.
t-
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GARFIELDTM

By Jim Davis

WOF:. f'E. TO HF:.
( , . WHO INCURS THE
WRATH OF A CAT

V'I ednesday

Oct. 2

Faculty
'Lecture.
Dr.
Dennis
Donoghue.
"New Alignments
In'
American Electoral Politics. 1980."
Boisean Lounge, SUB, 8 p.rn,
Arbiter Issue #9 on stands
ASBSU general elections, student
senate,
distinguished
faculty.'
Mr. & Ms. BSU
.
Film. "Nosferatu;"
Ada Lounge,
3 p.m.
'

Thursday Oct. 30
Coffeehouse. Spike Ericson, Solsean
Lounge. 7:30-10:30 ASBSU general
elections. student senate, distinguished faculty. Mr & Ms. BSU
Film, "Nosferatu."
Ada Lounge,
3 p.rn.
Deadline application for legislative
Internships, Political Science Dept .•
1275 Brady SI., 385-3391

Friday Oct 3'1
Last day to withdraw, drop classes,
add classes, or register
Percussion Ensemble concert, 6:15
p.m., Music Aud.
,.
Women's volleyball, BSU Invltatlonat;all day.
Films, "Nosferatu" and "HalloweenOur Gang,"
SUB, Ada Lounge,
7:30 p.m. '
:::::::::::::

Saturday Mov. 1

OJ::;;:!!:!::'!l\:!!II!!!::!III!!i!!!i!!i!:!!!!;:!i!i!iil:ll:iiilj~_:::I':;;;::"

Women's Volleyball. BSU Invitational
at Boise
Field Hockey, Divisional Tournament at
BSU
Women's Cross Cduntry, at Utah

r

Sunday Mev. 2

!

SPB Film, "Nosferatu,"
Lounge. SUB

I

Il

6 p.rn., Ada

MendQy~~ev. 3
Nov. 3-14
BAA luncheon. Ballroom. SUB, noon
National Student Exchange Orientation
Meeting. 3:00 p.m .• Caribou Room,
SUB
casino Night. SUB cafeteria
Prereqtstratlon,

Tuesday ~ov. 4,
, Preregistration, Nov. 3-14
Women's
Volleyball.
Northwest
Nazarene
College,
at Nampa,
7:30 p.rn.

'Vedn~sday Mev. 5
Preregistration, Nov. 3-14
TolIBl Dowl, 6:30 p.rn., Stadium
Arbiter Issue #10 on stands

MOM-Whether
It's In German or
French, It 51111 comes from my heart.
ILY-CRR.
MV, RM, & RJ-Sorryl Sorry I Sorryl I
hope you're not stili mad at us-So & T.
CRR- Till the snow flies LV-MOM.
'~

Lr:~Pfw..sa

hold out Dna mOiO '-~vOk,
then I'm sure you'll think of something
more for me to do-RJNWL.

o 1980Punch Pubis. LId.

"

'.

Dlsl L A TimesSynd
. .
.

0

1980PunchPubis. LId.

Dlsl

h' k h

t'

LA.

TimesSynd.

t'?""

"I've been reincarnated, but as what?"
"Do you tin,
e was expec mg a
_---.:..:..:::...:.:.::::.:..:.:::.:.:.::;.;.;~;:.:.:...::.::..:..:
....
--------T---~--""':'"------,-""----~...,.--...---1,

Classified
HELP WANTED MALE OR FEMALE
Address and stuff envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible. ' Any age or
location.
see ad under Business
Opportunities.
Triple "S."
'(/I

Good ')ay, flexible hours, training and
RooI ilperlenco In the buslnes.s world.
Internship credit available. Coli Hank
Northwostern Mutual, Life 33J.()210.

NEED A NEW CAR?
Enhance Marketing Is currently recruiting Individuals In this area to
market new. products.
Commission,
Bonul, and for a limited tlma to
Individuals whom qUalify, A ~ew Loose
Cor. No Investment, no salesman will
call, send for details today: Enhance
Marketing, J & 0 Coldwell, P.O. Dox
33O,Tuskegee Inst. AL 39088·
LOS-WIll your faith stand Investigation? 37tl-5S85, 24-hr. recording.
'SERVICES
,
Anthony's entertelnment and vocal'
InstrUC1lon. Coli 888-3003.

ACADEMic RESEARCH
All fields. Save time & Improve your
•grades. send $1 for catalog of over
12,000 topics.
Authors' Roooorch, '
. Suite 600-A, ~
S. Dearborn
St.,
Chicago III. 60605. (312) 922-0300.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Address and stuff envelopes at ~ome.
por month posslblo. Offer, send
$1 (refundable) to:
Triple "S,"
16243-V88 caJon, Hesperia, CA 92345.
$800

FOR SALE
Family Fltneas Life Memberehlp
$3OlI.OOplua14 monthly Inatllllments of
$32.47. ~g.

Ip.

CRUISESHIPS. Club MOCllterranean.
Sailing Expedltlonsl
Needed: Sports
lnstructors, Office Personnel, counIE"
Car lbe
W d d
se ors. urope,
r. an, orl wi 91
Summer. Career. send $5.95 + .751
handling
for
APPLICATION,
OPENINGS
GUIDE
C
,
to
RUISEWORLD
60129, Sacramento, CA

95860.
: HaP WANTED
HI FI S/lI. Ctlnpua

R:.?f'llS6Iltatlv&8ccomG the par1IOIl on campua for
dl_ted
ItGteo eqUipment end RiMe
good money doing llOln8lhlng. yOu
.....
en""
1lnlnd8; W8TIInty. Cootaet
Mr. PettIJohn, HIFI 8aIea' Co. 1001
8uaaIIx BMf., Broomall, PA. 19009.

You know It Isn't easy to thlRk UP
quooUons for this oiling column llVory
woele. I mean I could ask a super h&rd
quostlon about acappolla
singing
groups In tho fillies, but then no ono
would como up to answer the quesllon
and wIn the film tickets; or Icould alk 0
quesllon that Is 80 easy that avon 0
Major could anawor It. [If Iwero to
fill In that blank the Arbltor would got
80 many nasty loltors and phon ... calls
that Donald would havo to oat "Turns"
for throe moals a dsy just to settlo hIs
stomach ond then he, would got mad
and mako me sland In lhe corner for a
woek.) So I havoahard llmoplcklng out
a quosllon that has just tho right
amount of hard. L1kolast week I wanted
to lI$k as tho quesllon, "Who Is tho
biggest as.sholo.ln Elmore county?", II
question I thought most people could
answor. Out It turned out when: I alkad
around theolflcethat not only did some
poopIo not know the anawBr, some
poopIOIUggosledthattharB
might aven
be a dlff_
of oplnlon on who the
biggest roolly was. Anyway, I think I
got a rool good qUllSllen fllr this week,
and the f1rslfour poopIe to coma up and
correctly e_
It for CIIthy, the
Arblter's VOl)' eIfIclent secretary, will
win e ticket to thIl 3:00 PM Thuraday
~ng
of NlIIferatu, [the original
Drocu" movie) In the Ads Lounge.
A!rtgtrty, here It Is: Who wrote the
novo! Dtacule?
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As long as
Frank, Church
is Idaho's Senator
this won't happen,
I'

I

I

NO .
ESPASSINGf

!

i
,I

>
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As long as Symms has been in Congress,
h,.ie9s never steppe
','
d'.,.perd;dlJO'h'"
j .1l1Ulllg
t" "le ]1..°d'tea,
i

There's a mammoth lockup being plotted called the
"Sagebrush Rebellion." Beware of it The movement is not
limited 10 sagebrush, not by a long shot!
- Congressman Symms wants "all non-wilderness public
lands conveyed to state ownership within 15 years:
His idea is neither innocent nor inexpensive. If our
rangelands and national forests were turned over 10 Idaho
tomorrow, we would gel stuck with an extra $130,000,000 tax
hill other Americans now help pay. That would require a 40%
tax hike!
The State government can't possibly afford to maintain
the forest highways, access roads, campgrounds and trails as
we now know and enjoy them. That's why Utah Senator Orin
Hatch, national spokesman for the "Sagebrush Rebellion"
recently admitted that the real purpose of the scheme is to
transfer title "ultimately, to private citizen's: '
Could some of these "private citizens" turn out to he the
billionaire I/unl brothers and other Texas moneymen who've

already kicked hundreds of thousands of dollars into Steve
Symms' Senate campaign? The Wood River [ournal recently
reported, for example, that their investigation showed the Hunt
brothers already have over 30,000 acres in lenses around Magic
Reservoir.
Frank Church knows the difference between II rebellion
.and a ripoff. So, he's fighting to keep Idaho's open spaces off the
auction block hy making the Forest Service and B[M more
responsive to the needs of 10CllI users, and by pushing for full
funding of the rehabilitation of our grasslands mad~ possible
by the Public Rangelands Improvement Act he authored,
Because the day when Frank Church lets the special
interests lock' the gates and post the "No Trespass" signs'
which force the people off their own landscan be stalrid in II
single word:
NEVER
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